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1. INTRODUCTION MD REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The motivation for this dissertation comes through the observation 
that seme convergence results for Markov processes previously treated, 
pointwise by Conn (I969) and Madsen and Conn (1973) j and in norm by 
Boweman (197^), and Bowerman, David, and Isaacson (1975); seem to be 
extendable to stochastic situations outside the Markov context. Among 
these would be stochastic Bayesian Markov decision processes with memory 
of the complete history of the process provided by the posterior distri­
bution. This thesis thus studies the pointwise convergence of marginal 
distributions in general contexts, when conditional distributions 
converge. Applications presented include the treatment of general Markov 
processes and the above-mentioned Bayesian Markov decision processes. 
Related results are encountered in the theory of systems with 
complete connections, which originated in learning theory, as presented 
by losifescu and Theodorescu (1969), and Norman (1972). This theory 
imposes certain structure conditions on the conditional distributions, 
and thus adopts a point of view more special than that adopted here. 
Nevertheless, it might be possible to treat the Bayesian Markov decision 
processes by these methods. 
Chapter 2 deals with conditional measures, under the somewhat 
restrictive definition of "strong" convergence. Use of "strong" con­
vergence, as opposed to weak convergence, has precedence in Sethuraman 
(1961) and some portions of the work of Theodorescu (196^), Theiler 
(1906), and losifescu and Theodorescu (1969). Use of "strong" conver­
gence meices possible a mutual convergence result which states that, 
2 
Tinder TniniTtiai conditions, uniform, mutual strong convergence of two 
sequences of conditional measures implies that either both marginal 
measures, or none, converge uniformly and strongly. The conditional 
measures of this chapter are not assumed to be absolutely continuous. 
Chapter 3 imposes the assumption of absolute continuity with respect 
to a or-finite measure. That is, conditional densities are assumed to 
exist with respect to a CT-finite measure, and emphasis again is placed on 
the convergence of marginals. The most natural results here lean on 
arguments similar to that in Scheffe (19^7) and require abandoning the 
mutual convergence point of view. The main theorem (Theroem 3.2) of this 
chapter is given at a level of generality natural for the application to 
Bayesian Markov decision processes. The less complex conditions of 
Corollary 3-2 are natural for the other applications. Although the 
mutual convergence results for measures are not applied to the Bayesian 
Markov decision process. Theorem 2.2 of Chapter 2 is given a structure 
analogous to Theorem 3-2 of Chapter 3 for purposes of comparison. 
Extensions of the theory of the previous two chapters is made in 
Chapter 4 to situations where the conditioners on the sequence of mea­
sures or on the sequence of densities is changed. 
In one application the sequence of measures and densities are 
assumed to have Markov structure. In contrast to the results obtained 
here, the prior work of Bowerman, David, and Isaacscxi (1975) involved 
assumptions and results in terms of a norm structure which amounted to 
imposing a suitable uniformity over terminus. The pointwise prior work 
in Conn (1969) and Madsen and Conn (1973) is thus closer in spirit but 
3 
their work involved state spaces that are finite measure spaces and 
transition kernels that are uniformly bounded away from zero. 
In another application of Chapter 4 the convergence of conditional 
measures or densities is shown to imply the convergence of the corres­
ponding marginals. 
The principal goal of Chapter 5 is to state results similar to those, 
in Bowerman and Mensing (197^) and Mandl (197^and to examine condi­
tions under which the longrun expected average cost for a Bayesian 
Markov decision process is simply computable under a certain stationary 
distribution. Both of the above references are distinguished by the two 
assumptions - (1) the state space over which the Markov Chain evolves is 
finite, and (2) all the transition kernels involved in the process are 
assumed to be ergodic. Their method of attach utilizes Bellman's func­
tional equation as given by Ross (1970). 
The approach given in Chapter 5 attempts to study the behavior of 
the expected average cost directly, without appeal to Bellman's func­
tional equation. The idea for this approach arose in a conversation 
between R. W. Mensing and H. T. David. It is implemented in this case 
by applying a theorem by Dubins and Savage (1965a) to the study of 
Bayesian Markov decision processes, as was done by El-Sabbagh (1973). 
This approach has these features; (l) the state space on which the proc­
ess evolves is not restricted but the number of states of nature is 
finite, (2) an ergodicity assumption is only needed for the limiting 
kernel, and (3) distributional convergence of the cost is treated simul­
taneously with the convergence of expected average cost. 
h  
2 .  MUTUAL CONVERGENCE AND ERGODICITY 
FOR CONDITIONAL MEASURES 
2.1, Introduction 
The discussion in this chapter involves a measurable space (S,G), 
u u 
and its cartesian products (rrS, TTG). Attention is focused on a certain 
u u  ^ 1 1  
set B STTG (later called O ), and certain sections 
1<3 <Jl<u, of defined 
to be the set of vectors' (z,, . ^ ,z, . .) such that there 
u—itf+x u—Jb+C U—*4-J 
exists a u-vector in whose first U-J6 coordinates are (z^, ..., 
and whose next j coordinates are absence 
of any "conditioners" is denoted by "i=u" so that B^^ _ is defined 
to be the set of vectors (z^,zg,...,Zj) such that there exists a u-vector 
in B^ whose first j coordinates are (z ;Z ,...,z.). 
^ j-1 
Consider also certain kernels V ("Iz.fZg,...,z. ) on Gx TT S, 0 -L t J" J-
1 < j < u, that are 
(l) piObability measures cm G for fixed (z_,z ) (2.1) 
j-1 j-1 ^ 
and (2) sieasurable functions on ( " S, - G) for each fixed AeG. (2.2) 
1 1 
Let g(z ,z , ...,z .) be any bounded, non-negative and measurable 
u-A+d 
( TT G ) function. Then properties (2.1) and (2.2) guarantee that 
1 
expressions such as 
J...fg(Zi'".,^u-j&+j)'^'^u-j&+j('1^1'"''^u-4+j-l)*• ^Vje+l^'t^l''"' 
pli 
(u-4+l,u-4+2,.. ,u-je+j| z^, -., z^_^ ) 
j 
are well defined as multiple integrals over TTS, with respect to a prob-
1 
5 
j 
ability measure on TIG iteratively determined by the J kernels 
1 
^u-£+l^ Vi ) ' ^u-je+2^* I ^1 '  ^ 2 " " '  Vx+l^ 
ji+j('I ^ 1'^2'* " ' \-jI+Ô-i)* argument below requires, however, that 
expressions such as (2.3) be computed as iterated integrals. This 
requires in. addition, as is assumed throughout the chapter, that expres-
u—£ 
sions such as (2.3) are measurable (TT G) for 0 = 1 and u-1 > i > 1; i.e., 
1 
the kernels v are assumed to satisfy Condition C: 
Condition C. The kernels v^(• ), \,g(• | z^), defined 
respectively, on G, GxS, GXTTX, ..., satisfy Condition C if, for all t,u, 
1 t+u 
and functions G(ZJ^, Z^,..., that are measurable (TT G), the function 
y( Zg,...,2%) = J- ^2" " ' ' h-r S' h+1' " \+u^ 
^^ "^^t+u^ '1^1'''"' \+u-l- * • ' ^^ t+l( 
t 
is measurable (nG). 
1 
The sequence of probability measures on G is said to con­
verge strongly to a probability measure ^ q(') on G as in Sethuraman 
(1961) if A.^(A) —>\Q(A) as n for all AeG. The sequence of ker­
nels is ssiid to be ergodic if there is a probability measure p(. ) on G 
such that the sequence of measures A.^( • ) defined by 
^jj^L(A)=J.. ' ^1'^2' * * ^^1^^2'  ' * '^n-1^ ' ' **^^1^' ) (2.^) 
TTS 
1 
converges strongly to p(0. 
As indicated in Chapter 1, the purpose of Chapter 2 is to explore 
how mutual convergence of {v^} and another kernel sequence should be 
defined and how the notion of ergodicity should be strengther^ed for {ja^} 
6 
to assure the ergodicity of Cv^}. 
2.2. Mutual Convergence and Ergodicity 
The first step in the process just outlined is Lemma 2.1, whose pre­
sent version, replacing the earlier less elegant one, is due to Dean 
Isaacson. 
Lemma 2.1. Consider a measurable space (S,G), two probability measures, 
H and V, on G, and a non-negative real-valued function, g, on S that is 
measurable (G) and bounded by M. Let 6 > 0 be given. 
If )v(A) - n(A)| < 6 for AeG, then, for all AeC, 
!J g(z)dv(-) - J g(z)d#(')| < 2MÔ . (2.5) 
A ^ A 
Proof: For AeG let CUD be its Hahn decomposition so that (v-n) is, 
respectively, non-negative and non-positive on CflA and DHa. 
Then the bound (2.5) is established as follows. 
IJ g(z)dv(.) - J g(z)dia(-)l 
A A 
= IJ g(z)d(v-^)(.)| 
A 
= ij g(zld(v-^)(.) + J g(z)d(v-n)(.)l 
C D 
< J g(z)d(v-ia)(-) + J g(z)d((a-v)(-) 
C D 
<M J d(v-p)('^ + M J d(p,-v)(-) 
C D 
= M[v(C) - n(C)] + m^i(D) - v(D)] 
< 2M6 
7 
where the last inequality follows from the hypothesis. 
Theorem 2.1 draws its conclusion from an iterative application of 
Lemma 2.1. 
Theorem 2.1. Consider a measurable space (S,C), and two non-negative 
u u 
real-valued functions, g and K, on TTS that are measurable (TTG) and bounded 
1 1 
by M. 
Let and |j.^ be probability measures on G. Also, for 1 < j < u, 
let V . (A1 z , z ,..., z . ) and ja . (A] z , z , — , z. ) be probability measures 
J -L ^ J -L ^ 
for fixed ( z , z ,..., z. ^ , and measurable functions (TTG ) for fixed A, 
J- & 2 
that satisfy Condition C. (2.6) 
Let 6 > 0 be given such that the following hold: 
I v^(A) - |j.^(A) I < 6 on G; 
for all j, 0" < j < u, 
|v.(a|Z^,...,YI> - <6 0x8(1,...,j-l)! 
and also, 
-  k(z^,Z2,...,z^)l < 6  on B^. ( 2 . 7 )  
Then, 
1 J... J g( z^, z^,..., zjdv^( -Iz^fZg,..., z^_^) ...dvgf.lz^) dv^( • ) 
B 
- J-.-J k(z^, Zg,.... z^)d^i^(. I z^, Zg,..., z^_^).. .dng(. I z^)d4i^(. )| 
< Ô + u(2M6) (2.8) 
Proof: To begin with, define 
A(z^,...,z^_jl 
IJ- • • Is(^i' • • • 1 ^1' • • • ' ^u-1 • ' • * "^"^u-j+l^ * 1^2.'' ^u-j^ 
I (u-j+l,u-j+2,. ..,u|z^,...,z^_ J 
8 
" J ' ' '' ^ ^2,..., J . "'^^^u_j+i(' \\>"'> z^_j) I 
®(u-J+l,u-j+2,...,ul z^,...,z^_j) (2.9) 
and define the proposition P^, 1 < j < u: 
P.: A(z ,...,z .) <6 + j(2M6) on .). (2.10) J J- u-j .../u-j 
As the first step in an induction argument, it will be demonstrated 
that P. holds. That is, for (z ,...,z ^)e X X u^x \X^ « • • ^ u^Xy 
A(z2,...,Zy_l) 
= Vl^ " rk(z^,..., z^)dn^(. I z^,..., z^_^) I 
(uj z^,..., z^_3_) (^1 ZjL' • • • ' ^u-1^ 
~ ^ ' I z^,..., ^u-1^ " ..., z^) dv^(. I z^,..., I 
(ul z^,..., z^_3_) (^1 ..., z^_^) 
••" 11 k(z^,...,z^)dv^(-1 z^,..., z^_^) - J^k(z^,..., z^")dn^(* 1 z^,..., z^_^) | 
(u| z^,..., z^_2_) (^1 z^,..., z^_^) 
5 Jl s(z^f '  "  >  z^) - k(z^, '  • • ,  z^) 1 dv^(• I z^,..., z^_2^) 
(u! Z^, . . . , Z^_^) 
+ IJ k(z^,..., zjd\,^(. ) Z^,..., z^_^) _ J k(z^,..., z^)4ij. I Z^,..., z^_ JI 
i \ s'f i \ (u| Z^, . . . , Z^_ j) (u| Z^, . . . , Z^_^) 
< 6 + (2M6) 
by assumption (2.7) and Lemma 2.1. 
Last it will be demonstrated that P., 1 < j < u-1, iiig>lies P. 
0 O'^x 
That is, for ( V * ' ' V;5-l^ ® • • • ,u-^-l) ' 
A( z ^ , . . . , z ^ _ j  
1f z^)dv^(' 1 z^,... ,z^_^).. ,dv^_^(-1 z^,..., 
(u-j,u-J+l,...,u| z^,. •., 
9 
-  \_ i ) •  •  •  •  ^1 '  -  •  ' j - 1^ I 
(u-jjU-j+l, . ..,u| • ' • } 
" IJ Vj-1^ 
B  
(^-jl V*'Vj-i^ 
(-J' • • Js( • • • ^ ' \ \ } " ' >  \_ { }  '  '  '  "^^u-ô+l^ ' \ z ^ , . . . ,  \ _  j)3 
®(u-j+l^u-j+2,... ,ul ..., z^_j ) 
"  V* " 'V j -1^  
[J... fk(z^,..., 1 z^,..., |zi/'''' 
(u-j+l,u-j+2,...,u[z^,...,z^_j) 
~ '  (  •  1  . . . ,  Vô-1^  
®(ti-Ô 1 Z^, ..., z^_^_^) 
[J... J g(z^,..., z^)dv^(- \ z y . . . ,  \_i) •  •  • J +1^ *  I ^1'"'"' 
®(u-j+l,u-j+2,...,u)z^,. .fz^_j) 
J V**" Vj-1^ 
B^ I (U-Jl Z ,^ . . .,Zy_j_i) 
'"J* • N 'u' ' ' ^1' • • • ' "u-l'  • • ^^U-j+1^ • i Z^, . . . , Z^_j ) ] I
^('U.-j+l,u-;3+2,. ../a| z^,... ,z^_^) 
^ 11 j ( * 1 Zj.' • • • ' V j-1^ 
B  jU (u-j Iz^,..., Z^_ j_Q_) 
[J... J k(z^,,..,Z^)dp.^(-1 z^,...,z^_^).. .&Ky_j+i(') =1''"'' 
B :  .  Cu-J+l,u-j+2,. . . , u \ z^ , . . . ,  z ) 
10 
" Vj-1^ 
V---'Vj-i) 
^ J * J  k ( Z i , . . . ,  ' I  \ _ i ) •  •  •  " ^ u - j + 1 ^ •  1  Z ^ , . . . , z ^ _ j ) ] I  
; 1,11-0+2,... ,ul ..., z^_j) 
< (. j z^, ..., z^_ j_3_) A(z^,..., z^_j ) + ( 2M6 ) 
(u-j1..., z^_j_2) 
= 6 + j(2M6l + (2M61 
= 6 + (j+l)(2M6), 
where the first equality follows from the definition of the sections of 
and by condition C; the second inequality follows from the definition 
of à{z^,...,j) and from Lemma 2.1 since 
I k( 2^,..., z^)dti^(.. I z^,..., z^_3_)... z^_j ) ] 
^(u-j+l,u-j+2,. ..,u|z^,..., z^_j ) 
is a function of ( z^,..., z^ ^  ) that is bounded by M, non-negative, and 
measurable with respect to ( nâ) by condition C; the second equality 
1 
follows from the induction assumption. 
The assumptions and conclusions of Theorem 2.1 relating to the u-
dimensional set will be applied in Theorem 2.2 to certain u-dimensional 
sets df \ that depend on sequences (x_,x_,...,x. ). 
^ I"' 2'' * *' "t -1- ^ *c 
The sections of uY \ are defined analogously to those of 
* 1^ 2' ^ "t 
In particular, 
(1' - tke set of 3-ve=tors, 
^t+2' "  ' ^t+j ^ are the t+1 to t+j coordinates of 
11 
some u-vector in df 
(2) Q^. .1 \ - the set of real nimbers, x, , such 
^ ^ (t+j|x^,xg,...,x^^j_^) t+j' 
that there exists a u-vector * ° *'^t+u^ 
[2^ \ whose first j-coordinates are 
(*t+l/*t+2'""°'*t+j)' 
(3) ^(t+j, t+j+l,..., t+n| x^;Xg,...,(u-j+l)-
vectors • • • •'^t+u^ such that there exists a u-
vector ...,x^) 
(ô-l)-coordinates are (^-t+l'^t+2'* * *'^t+j-l^ and whose last 
(u-o+l)-coordinates are (x^^^, ^t+j+1' " " ^t+u^ ' 
The sequences (x^^x^,...,x^) now act as conditioners additional to 
those already introduced in Theorem 2.1. Thus, the probability measures 
and on G now become respectively, 1 x^^x^,... ^x^) and 
ix^JXG,... ,x^) on Gx TTS, and are assumed to be probability measures 
for fixed (x^^x^,... ,x^) and measurable functions (TTG) for fixed A, and 
the kernels, v^(.|z^,z ,...fZ^^) and |i^('1 z^, z ,..., ) for 2<j <u on 
^ "7 O ^ V O ^ ^ — 
G X nS now become respectively, (• 1 x^,x ,...,x^,..., 
1 t+j-1 
'^t+j(*l^'^2'*.*-'Xt'^t+l'."'^t+j-l) Gx -nS , and are assumed to be 
probability measures for fixed (^; ^t+1^ "  ^ ^ t+j-1^ mea-
t+j—1 
sur able functions ( TTG ) for fixed A, and to satisfy condition C on des-
1 
xgnated (t+u)—dimensional sets appearing below. Also, the two non—nega-
u 
tive real-valued functions g and k on TIS of Theorem 2.1 now for fixed A* 
1 
take the forms, respectively, v^+u+l^''^*! ^'^2'' * *'^t'^t+r * * *'^t+u^ and 
/ I \ t+u 
^t-,u-fl^^'* I*1'^2'^t+r - ' ' '^t+u^ TTS, and being probability mea-
1 
12 
sures for fixed permit setting M equal to 1. 
In this new context, where now appears as df 
l' 2^ • • * ^  "t' 
expression (2.7) of Theorem 2.1 now becomes assumption (ibl) of Theorem 
2.2 and is to be understood as restricting t. 
For ease of notation in the ensuing development, the (t+j)-vectors, 
^^l'*2' ' * * '^t+J^' 0 < d < will often be denoted by 
Theorem 2.2. Consider a measurable space (8,G), and two sequences, 
n 
I œ^)} and of kernels on GxnS that are probability 
1 n 
measures on G for fixed U) and measurable functions (TTG) for fixed A (the 
^ 1 
conditioning set being null when n = 0 ) and satisfy Condition C. For 
A*eG, suppose there exists p* > 0 such that, given > 0, 
the following conditions hold. 
(i) There exists a t(ô,^2,T^,^^) = t such that for t > t there 
exists an (x^,x2,... ,x^) - set such that, 
J-..j'avt("l*t-i)&vt_i('|Wt-2)'''*"2(' 
and, 
(b) for each lu^eQ^ and for any positive integer u there 
exists an (x^^^,x^g,... - set such that 
(1) for 1 < 3 < u, for AeO, om 
^ j j - l ) j ( ^ 1  " t * j - l ) I  ^  
and, in addition, on , 
13 
'"t 
(3) J. • • I ^t+u^'^t+u^' 1 ^t+u-1^• • • ^t+1^ ' 1 ^t^ '^\ ' 
(ii) There exists a u(Ti^) such that for any t ,  for u > U(TIJ^). 
supl J... 1 • I"t+u-x'• • • ^t+l'• I Wt)-P*l <Tli-
U). u 
TTS 
1 
Then, 
lijn 1J...J v^^(A*| (•luj^_^)...dv2(-lu3^)dv3_(-)-P*l =0. 
n—>00 n 
TlS 
1 
Proof ; By assumption (ii) given T\^ > 0 ,  then exists a u(T|^) such that 
for any t, for u > u('n^), 
"t JS 
Now given > 0, let n >t(6,T^,^2'%4) + ^ (\) a,nd. set 
t = n-u(T\^) (so that t > t). Then, 
TtS 
1 
TtS 
1 
y .r^ni II^n-l)' ' ' *"'t^ 
u(Tu ) 
TtS 
1 
lij-
< J- :• ^ • I • 1 • ) 
nt 
I  J -  •  •  I  V l ^ -  •  - H + l ^ *  ^ ( 2 . 1 3 a )  
u(Tln) 
rrS ^ 
1 
+ J... Jdv^C' lu)^_2_)dv^_j_(* lai^_2).. .dv^(- ) 
I J- l^n-l)''"^Vt+l(" |wt)-P*l (2.13b) 
u(\) 
TTS 
1 
where equality (2.12) holds since 
J.^.J P*<iv^(-|Vl^'^Vl('l"^t-2)---^V*^ = P* ' 
TTS 
1 
and the region is that guaranteed by assumption (i) as t > "t. 
Now partition the term in absolute values in (2.13a) using the sets 
n^(%) where ou. eQ^ guaranteed by assumption (ib) so that 
t 
1  J -  •  •  K + l ( ^ * l '  I  V l ^  •  •  •  ^^ t + l ( '  1  W t ) - P * l  
^ i \ )  
TTS 
1 
^ 1 J- • • Vi) • • - Vi^  • ' ^t ^ 
u(T1,) 
TTS 
""t 
+ ' J • • • Vl^ • • • ^Vl^ '("'t) 
a^(%) 
"^t 
- J- }:K+l(^''IV^n('l'"n-l)" '(^t+lf'lwt)! 
15 
+ I J- - - I ' I *t ) 
nu(Tij_) 
"t 
- J• • • • I "n-l' • • •'^t+l< ''"t' ' 
•NS 
1 
+ I J- ' Vl^- • •'^t+1^* 
u(\) 
NS 
1 
""t 
+ 1 J- • • I Vl^- • I (2.1^1)) 
- I- • • %)^n( ' I Vl^ • • • ^t+l( * I '"t^ I 
Ç^( \ )  
+  I I ' " '  ( " " n - l ) "  I • • (2.llKi) 
TTS 
1 
Now consider each of the terms of (2.14) individually where co^eQ^: 
(2.l4a) IJ...fvn^i(Ax|wn)dVn(-|wn_i)''.aVt,i('|wt)l < ^^3 
from assumption (ib2); 
l6 
i 2 . l kh )  =  l J . . -K^^ (A^ |a j ^ )dvJ - |œ^_^ ) . . . dv^^^ ( - lœ^)  
QUCtII) 
U). 
- J- • • I ' ' Vl^• • • ^ t+l(• 1 1 
QUCtII) 
< 6 I uCn^)(26) 
where M = 1 , from Theorem 2.1 since assumption (ibl) of Theorem 2.2 
u(\) 
implies the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 on the set 0 as it has the 
u ^ "^t 
properties of B for a fixed element of 0 ; 
(2-l^c) = I J... ' I %-l) ' ' ' "^t+l^ ' I ""t ) I 
^ i \ )  
from assumption (ib3) ; and; 
(2-l^d) = | J...Jn^^^(A*la)^)d^^(-lu)^_^)...d^i^^^(.laj^) - p^| < 
u(T1 ) 
TTS 
1 
since assumption (ii) guarantees this inequality for all uu^. 
Thus, for t = n - u(TI^) > t, uu^ e ^ 
If' l%_l)' "'^"'t+l(" 
u(Tl ) 
TTS ^ 
1 
< Tk + 6 + u(TIJ(^6) + Tl). + 11, 
J -L 
SO that expression (P.13a) is bounded as follows: 
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1 • ^ • I '"t-2^ • • • " ) ] 
^ i \ )  
TTLj 
1 
<IY + 5 + U(TI^)(26) + \ + T1^ (2.15) 
since J.. Jdv^(-la)^_^)dv^_3_(-U^_2)...dv^(-) <1. 
if 
t 
In order to bound (2.13b), note that, for any t, and any u), errS, 
^ 1 
II'"K+l( ^ * l '  I""n-l)'' '^"'t+l^' I"'t) - P""' 
^ i \ )  
TTS 
1 
< lJ---K+i^ '^'l%^'^^n( * l v i^---^W ' l^t ) l  +  !p * l  
ii(\) 
TTS 
1 
< 1 + p* . (2.l6) 
Thus , in view of (2.l6) and assumption (ia), for t = n-u(T|^) > t, and 
(2.13b) < T|g(l + p*) (2.17) 
Then, by applying the bounds of (2.15) and (2.17) for n > t + u(^^), 
U" 'I^'n+l^^' I ' I ""n-l) ' " ^ 
n 
TTS 
1 
< ly I 6 + U(T1j^)(26) + + T^(l+P*). (2.18) 
Now, let G > 0 bo given, and define Tl^(e) - e/8, ^^(G) = e/8(l+p*). 
18 
Tl^Ce) = e/8, = e/8, and ô(e) = e/l6u(Tlj^(e)). Lastly define 
n(e) = t[6(e), TlgC®)» TigCe), T^Ce) + u(Tl^(6))]. 
Then, in view of (2.l8), for n > n(e), 
n 
•NS 
1 
so that, 
n—>» ^ 
TTS 
1 
Several corollaries of Theorem 2.2 follow almost immediately. 
Corollary 2.1 replaces p* by a probability measure p(-) on G and con­
cludes that {v } is ergodic. Corollary 2.2 simplifies the assumptions by 
letting Q = TTS and fl = rrS while retaining the probability measure p ( • ) 
1 '"t 1 
on G introduced in Corollary 2.1. The notion of uniform ergodicity is 
introduced for Corollary 2.3, which asserts that when the sequences {v^} 
and are asymptotically close and one sequence of kernels is uni­
formly ergodic, then the other sequence of kernels is uniformly ergodic. 
The statement and proof of these corollaries follow. 
Corollary 2.1. Consider two sequences of kernels, {' I '"n) ^ and 
t ^ ^ (N .(*JU) )} on GXTTS, that are measurable (rrG) functions of U) for fixed 
n+± n 1 In ^ 
AeG, and probability measures on G for fixed oi^enS, and satisfy Condi-
" 1 
tion C. Assume that there exists a probability measure p(*) on G so thai^ 
for all A*eG, and >0 conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.2 
hold, with p* replaced by p(A*), and ^ (6,112,and u(Tl^) replaced 
19 
by and u^^(Tl^). 
Then {v^} is ergodic. 
Proof. The conclusion of Theorem 2.2 for all A*e G where p* is replaced 
by p(A*) amounts to the ergodicity of {v^} in view of definition (2.4). 
Corollary 2.2. Consider two sequences of kernels, [\)^^^(' jm^)] and 
Ï1 n 
{|I _(.LU) )}, on GXTTS, that are measurable (TTG) functions of OO for 
n+x n 1 In ^ 
fixed A eG, probability measures on G for fixed to errS, and satisfy Con-
n ^ 
dition C. Let p(.) be a probability measure on G. Assume that the 
following conditions hold. 
(i) For all A eG, 
suplv^^^(Ala;^) - ^ 
where X.^(t)\ 0. 
(ii) lim sup ™pl J...1"t+u-l)-' 
u—» CO t œ, u 
TTS 
Then, for aH A s G, 
'^t+l^'l^t^ - p(A)l = 0. 
Im IJ...J v^_^^(Alu)Jdv^('lu)^_^)...dv2('iuj^)dv^(-) - p(A)) = 0. 
n — n  
TTS 
Proof. For aU t designate ^  to be TTS, so that assumption (ia) of 
t 1 
Theorem 2.2 holds. For any uu^ enS and any positive integer u set 
u u "1 
0 = TTS. The assumption (i) above implies that assumption (ibl) of 
""t 1 _ n 
Theorem 2.2 holds for all A eG. Finally, since Q = ns = 0, assumptions 
'"t 1 
(ib2) and (ib3) of Theorem 2.2 are trivially satisfied for «.n A eG. 
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Corollary 2.3 sharpens Corollaiy 2.2 by exploiting property (ii) 
which is now called imiform. ergodicity; i.e. {v^} is said to be •uniformly 
ergodic if there is a probability measiire p(-) on G such that, for all 
A eG, 
llm sup sup|J...J 
n — s  i u _ ,  n  
TTS 
1 
= 0 (2.19) 
Corollary 2.3. Consider two sequences of. kernels, | u)^)} and 
n n 
(.|W )}, onGxnS that are measurable (TTG) functions of Œ for 
n+i ^ 1 In 
fixed A eG, probability measures on G for fixed u) enS, and satisfy 
^ 1 
Condition C, Let p(*) be a probability measure on G. Assume that the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) For all A e G, 
sup1V.^^j_(a|CU.J.) - 5 
where X^^t) ^  0. 
(ii) The sequence of kernels, is uniformly ergodic. 
Then, the sequence of kernels, fv^}, is uniformly ergodic. 
Proof. Let I] > 0 be given. Since C|i^} is uniformly ergodic by assump­
tion (ii), for A eG, a u^('T^) can be chosen such that for u > u^(Tt), 
sup suplJ...J Vu+l^^''"s+u^^s+J*^'"s+u-l^-'-^s+l^*^"'s) -
s (U u 
® TTS 
1 
< T\ . (2.20) 
Let 6 > 0 be given. From assumption (i), for A eG, s^(6) can be 
chosen such that for s > s^(6), 
21 
suplvg^^(AUg) - ^s+i(A|u)g)l <6 
since \^(s)\ 0. That is, for Ae G, 
sup supiv (A|w ) - ji .(aJu) )| <6 . (2.21) 
8 >8^(6) ^ ^ 
Now the successive bounding operations in the proof of Theorem 2.1 remain 
correct under the additional conditioning below by and the sup 
operation of (2.21), so that, for Ae G, 
r>s (6) S S^^O; LUG A A 
TTS 
1 
- I'"' I^s+U (Tl)+l(^l'^8+U^('n) d^8+l( 'l^s)! 
< 6 + U^(T1)(2Ô) . (2.22) 
Hence, defining t = n - u^(Tl), for all n > s^(ô) + u^('T^); 
sup sup|J-...J Vs+n+i(A|»s^a)aVs+a(-|ws+a.i)...aVs+i(-|»s) - p(A)l  
S (jo^ n 
TTS 
- (s!?)3 T' •f n 1 "s+n-J' " I 
n> 8^(6)4-11^(11) ® 
sup SUPI J... JC J... (A1<« ). . . (. I WS+T)-P(A)] 
(s,n)3 m t 
n>s(6)+u.(li) TTS 
1 TtS 
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^ T TTS 
^ 1 
- p1"«s+t-l''''AVs+l('l*s)l 
t>%)  '  
^ 1 
- PfAjlaVg+tf-IWs+t-l'-'-dVs+lf'IWs) 
^ 1  I T S  
1 
'^^s+t+l^'l'^s+t) - P ( ^^ 8+t( ' I " ^^s+l( ' ) ""g) 
• ,5,,j SL-....'";:!;--.', 
^ TTS 
1 
- sîï>s.(6) * 
- A  '  s+t u^(Tl) 
TTS 
1 
- s.7>.(6) r 
— A S+t 
TTS 
1 
23 
u^(Tl) 
TTS 
1 
* ' I• • • Jl's+t+u, (11 "s+t+u, (11) ' • " • '^s+t+l' • I ®s+t ' 
U^(11) 
TTS 
1 
- p(A)|} 
- s%.(6) R i;"-K+t+.,(II)+i(^i»s+T+Yi,))...^^s+t+i(-k,+t) 
- A" s+t u^(Tl) 
NS 
1 
~ J* • • J ^ s+t+u. (T1)+1^'^' "^s+t+u. (Tl) ^ * * *"^s+t+l^ * I *s+t) I 
V^' 
TTS 
1 
' a::^s.(6) r'^"-{;s+t+u,(ii)+i(4»,+t+.^(,))...%s+t+i(^%+t)-«wi 
— A s+x 
TTS 
1 
- s+t>s (6) 'J'"" J ''8+t+u^(Tl)+l(^' ""s+t+u (Tl)  '" ^^8+t+l( ' Î ""s+t ) 
8+t>8^lO; Wg+t U^(T,) ^ ^ 
TTS 
1 
" ^s+t+u. (T^+l(Alwg+t+u (^))"''4^s+t+l('lws+t)l 
u^Cn) 
TTS 
1 
+ .up =".plJ---K^t+U,(ll)(^IVt+U,(l|)'-""^W-|'"3+t) - "(A'l 
"s Uj^(ll) ^ 
nS 
1 
24 
< 6 u^(Tl)(26) + Tl, (2.23) 
where the first and third equalities hold since 
TIP 
1 
when = M; the second equality holds by a change of 
variable; the inequalities hold by properties of the sup operator and the 
absolute value operator except for the last inequality vftiich follows 
from (2.22) and (2.20). 
Let e > 0 be given, and define Tl(e) = e/8, ô(e) = zjk u^(T](e)). 
Let n(e) = t + u(Tl^(e)). Then, in view of (2.23), for n>n(e), for A eC, 
S n 
TTS 
1 
so that {v^} is uniformly ergodic. 
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3. CONVERGENCE AND ERGODICITY FOR CONDITIONAL DENSITIES 
3.1. Introduction 
In this chapter it will be assumed, in addition to the initial 
framework of Chapter 2, that there is a ^ -finite measure u with respect 
to which the conditional measures { ^2' "  ' ^n^ ^ previously 
defined are absolutely continuous, and that for all n, there is a func-
n+1 
tion ''^n^' that is measurable ( TTG) and that, for 
fixed is a probability density on S with respect to a. 
n 
Thus, on G X TTS, 
1 
"^n+l(^l^r^2""'^n) " J Vl^^'(3.1) 
A 
with the obvious notationaJ. simplification for n = 0. 
The conditional measures |x^,x2,... ,x^)} will similarly be 
assumed to be absolutely continuous with respect to the cr-finite measure 
a. However, ^*1'^2'" *'^n^^ will be further specialized to a 
n 
stationary Markov structure; i.e., on GXTTS, 
1 
^ 2 ' *  *  *  ' ~  ^ ^ n ^  '  ( 3 » 2 )  
and there is a function h(x^^^| x^) measurable (TTG) that, for fixed 
x^, is a probability density on S with respect to a. Thus, on GxS, 
I^MxJ - J h(x|xJdo-(x) . (3.3) 
As in Chapter 2 ,  the set B STTG will be utilized along with its 
soctions I ^ for 1 < j < ^  < u as prevl-
ously defined. 
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Then, for the functions f.(z.)z ,z ,), 1 < j < u, just de-0 0 J-
fined, and any bounded non-negative, measurable ( TT G ) function 
1 
g(Zi,Zg,...,z^ Fubini's Theorem guarantees that expressions such as 
J- VJI+L' V• • * ' =1'"""' VJJ+J-1^ 
®(u-X+l,u-jî+2,...,u-i+j|z^,...,z^_^) 
V • - ^u-jt+l) • • • ^(VjR+j ) (3.4) 
j 
are well-defined as multiple integrals with respect to rra, and are com-
1 
putable as iterated integrals. 
In a vein similar to that in Chapter 2, the sequence of densities, 
is Said to be ergodic if there is a density 
q(x) on S-E where cr(E) = 0 such that the sequence of densities, 
FJ^^L(X) = J-..J ^ 1(^)^2(^2^^1^"" 
n 
TTS 
1 
(3- 5) 
converges to q(x) as n —>», for x e S-E. 
In contrast to Chapter 2, the natural (easy) route, when densities 
are postulated, is to veer from emphasis of the mutual behavior of the 
V and u. to considerations of the limiting behavior of the f . As 
n n * n 
expected, the introduction of densities forces the introduction of 
assumptions that ensure that densities continue in the limit to perform, 
their measure-describing jobs. These assumptions concern, essentially, 
boundedness of the densities themselves and of the measure cr. 
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3.2. Convergence and Ergodicity. 
The analogue of Theorem 2.1 for the convergence of densities 
requires a lemma that relies on an argument similar to that in Scheffe' 
(19^7). Several additional assumptions - viz.: (ia), (ib), and (iib) of 
Lemma 3.I are needed for the density approach as contrasted with the 
analogous assumptions of Lemma 2.1 for measures. 
Lemma 3.1. Consider a measurable space (S,G), a family {g} of densities 
on S and a density k on S all with respect to a or-finite measure cr. 
Let 6^, ôg; 62 > 0 be given and assume that the following conditions 
(i) There exists a set C(ô^^ eG and a number Q(6^) < + <= such that 
hold. 
(a) J da(z) - Q(6^) ; 
C(ô^) 
(b) J k(z)da(z) > 1 - 6^ . 
C(6i) 
(ii) There exists a set BeG such that for all g e{g}, 
(a) I g(z) - k(z)i < on B; 
(b) J k(z)dCT(z) > 1 - 6^ . 
B 
Then, for all g e[g], 
Jlg(z) - k(z)|dcr(z) < 2(6gQ(6^) +6^+ 6^) (3.6) 
Proof.. Let y(z) = g(z) - k(z) for z eS. (3.7) 
(3.8) Define / ^ { \y \  4 y) ,  y~  .  ^ { \ y \  -  y )  .  
Observe that, in view of (3.8), 
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J y'^(z)cLcr(z) - J 7'(z)da(z) 
S S 
= J y(z)dcr(z) 
S 
J g(z)dCT(z) - {• k(z)dor(z) 
S S 
- 1 - 1 
0 , 
so that, 
J y"*"(z)da(z) - J y"(z)do-(z) . (3.9) 
S S 
Observe as well that, in view of (3.7), 
-y(z) = k (z )  -  g(z) 
< k(z) , 
whence, for y < 0, y~ = -y < k(z), 
and for y > 0, y" = 0 < k(z), 
so that, in all cases, 
y"(z)<>(z) (3.10) 
Also note that 
y"(z) < y"(z) + (z) 
- )y(z)| (3.11) 
where the first inequality follows from y^ > 0, and the equality follows 
by the definition of y^ and y~. 
Then, abbreviating C(6^ to C , 
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1/2 J|g(z) - k(z)ldor(z) 
B 
= 1/2 J|y(z)tdCT(z) 
B 
= 1/2 (J 7^ (z)do-(z) + J y~(z)do-(z)) 
B B 
< 1/2 (J 7'*"(z)do-(z) + J y~(z)do-(z)) 
S S 
= J y"(z)da(2 )  
S 
= J y"(z)dcr(z) + J 7~(z)da(z) + J 'y~(z)dcr(z) 
BOC Bnc B 
< J|y(z)|do-(z) + J k(z)dcr(z) + J k(z)da(z) 
BTIC BTLC B 
< J ÔGDACZ) + 6^ + ÔG 
BTlC 
< + 6^ 
where the first equality is due to the definition (3-7); the second 
equality is due to the défini:ion (3.8); the third equality is due to 
(3.9)j the second inequality is due to (3.11) and (3.10); the third 
inequality is due to assumption (iia), assumption (ih), and assumption 
(iib)j the fourth inequality is due to assumption (ia). 
Theorem 3.1 draws its conclusion from an iterative application of 
Lemma 3.1 where the results concerning the densities g(z) and k(z) with 
respect to the (7-finite measure cr on S are applied to the conditional 
30 
densities h(Zj|Zj_^), 1 < j < u, 
with respect to o* on S. 
Theorem 3.1. Consider a measurable space (S,G), two non-negative re al­
ii u 
valued functions, g and K, on rrS that are measurable (TIG) and bounded by 
1 1 
M, and the densities f (z.jz ,z ,and h(z |z 1 < j < u, 
O J J- ^ 0**^ 0 w 
on S described in Section 3.1 (the conditioning set being null when j =1). 
Let > 0 be given and assume that the following conditions 
hold. 
(i) There exists a set C(6j^)eG and a number Q(6^) < + ® such that 
(a) J do-(z) = Q(ô^) ; 
C(6^) 
(b) sup J h(z|y)da(z) > 1 - 6^ . 
^ C(6 ) 
^ u 
(ii) There exists a u-dimensional set B err G such that 
1 
(a) for 1 < j < Ti, 
and, in addition, 
lg(z3_^-'2'*"'^u^ zg,...,z^)t < 6g on 
(b) for l<j<u, and, for every (z^, z^,..., z^_^) eB^^g^ ,j-l)' 
J h(z |z _i)da(z ) > 1 - 6_ . 
B^. 
(jI^2^^2'' '  '  '  ^J-1^ 
Then, 
I J. • ^1  ^^ 2  ^^ 2  ^^ 1  ^* ' ' ^ u  ^^ u  ^^ 2/ ^ 2' * * * ' ^ u-1^^  ^^ l'' ^ 2' ' ' ' ' • • • ^ ^( 
J'... Jh(z^^hfzgl z^)...h(z^L Z^_3_)K("z - j ,  ZG,...,<IO"(Z^) 1
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< u M2L62Q(6^) + Ô3_ + 6^] + 6^ • (3.12) 
Proof. Define 
" ' "f"^u-â+1^ Vâ+i' V * • • ' Vô 
®(u-j+l,u-j+2,. ..,u|z^,..., ) 
f^(z^l Zi,..., Vl^g( VVa*(zTi_j+l)'"ao'(V 
- J-• J V J+l! \_j ) •• • ^( \i Zu_l)k(Zi' ""V Vj+l) • • • I ' 
^(u-j+1, u-j+2,...,n|z^^...,z^_j) (3.13) 
and define the proposition P^, 1 < j < u: 
Pj: (z^,...;z ) < j M2[6gQ(6^) + 6^ + 6_] + Ôg . (3.1^) 
As the first step in an induction argument, it will be demonstrated 
that Pj^ holds. That is, for (z^,...,Zy_^) u-l)' 
A(z^,..., z^_3_) 
" I • • • ' 1^' • • • ' v' 
/ I \ 
- J h(Zul=u-l)k(Zi'''''Zu)af(Zu)l 
(^1 ^2.' ' ' ° ' ^ 11-1^ 
1 v I X 
(^1 ^2^}  . ; ^12-1 ' ^ 1' * * * ' ^u-1 
+ Vl^s(zi,...,z^)d0-(zj - jh(zjz^_^)k(z^,...,z^)da(zjl 
(^1 ; ^"u-l^ (^1 » •. J z^_2^) 
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1 \ (uj z^,..., \_2) 
- J ii(zj - k(z^;...,z^)|(iŒ(z^) 
(^1 \_i) 
(^1 Zl'"'"'^u-1^ 
+ J Vi)^2 
sY I \ (uJ z^,...,z^_^) 
< M2L6gQ(ô^) + ôj_ + 6 ] + 6g 
where the third inequality is due to the bound on g and assumption (iia); 
the fourth equality is due to Lemma 3.1 and the fact that 
a density in z^. 
As the second step in the induction argument assume P., 1 < j < u-1 
J 
and derive P.^_. For (z.,...,z . ,) consider 
J+J. i U-J-J-
A(z^,...,z^_j_^) 
®(u-ô,u-ô+l,. ..,u|z^,..., z^_j_^) 
" J' - ^u-â ' V j-l^ * • * ^u' ^u-l^^( ^l'-'"' ^U-j ) 
(u—j , U—j 1 1, • • . 7 u| • • • » j _ 
- I J- • • J^u-j ( V j I ^1' • * * ' Vj -1^ • * • 
B (u-j ,u-j+l,...,u|z^,...,z^_j_^) 
. •.. Vl^s( Zi,..., z^)<ia( z^_^ )... dcr( z^) 
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- J -  V a '  V 3 . 1 '  V  •  •  •  '  V 3 >  
_T1 
(11—jjU—j+1^ . « . )Tl| • • • 7 
* • * ^2 . ' ' " '  j ) • * • '^""^ ' 
+ 1 J... Jh(z^_j I z^_^_^)f ( z^_j+3_l ... ; ) 
B (u—jjU-j+X^... ^ul z^^ « « ) ^11—3—1^ 
' " V V ^ r " " V  '  ' V j ) ' " & ? ( : * )  
- J'"M Z^_ . 1 z^_ ._^) ...h(zj z^_i)k( z^,..., z^)d0-( z^_. )... da( z^) 1 
'  ^ ' ^1" • " Vj -1^ " Vj ' Vj-1) Vj ) 
(u-j|z^,...,Z^_j_^) 
JVô+i^ Vj+i' V • • • ' V j ) 
(u-j+1,. «. ,11) Z^, • • • ; ^u-j ^ 
• • • W V • • • ' ' • • • ' t 
M \ }•>{ T I 7 \<4RR/^ \ F RR ^ \ 
•  '  - u - j - l ' - V j '  
< ( Vj I "i' • • • ' Vj-i' - "<^1Vj-i' I Vj > 
M r Tf / y I ^ y \ 
u-j-Mi"r *• " \ . - z " ' '  
(11-J+1, . ..;U|z^,..., Z ) 
J- U-J 
^u-j+1^ •.. (ia( z^) 
(u-j|zi,...,Zy_j_2) 
3^ 
< M2(62Q(Ô^) + + 6^) + jM2[62Q(ô^) + + ô^] + 6g 
= (j+l)M2[Ô2Q(ô^) + 6^ + 6g] + ôg 
where the first equality is due to the definition of the sections of 
Fubini's Theorem, and the definition of A(z^,j); the second 
inequality is due to the bomdedness of g(z^,...,5^) and the induction 
assumption for Py 1 < j < u-1; the third inequality is due to the appli­
cation of Lemma 3-1 to the densities f .(z .|zL,...,z . ) and 
u-j\ u-j' 1 u-j-1' 
h( z 1 z T ) and the fact that h( z . 1 z . .) is a density in z 
^ u' u-1' ^ u-j' u-j-1' ^ u-j 
As in Chapter 2,  the assumptions and conclusions of Theorem 3»1 
relating to the u-dimensional set will be applied in Theorem 3*2 to 
the u-dimensional sets that depends on sequences = (x^, «.. 
Also, as in Chapter 2, the sequences (x^,act as condi­
tioners additional to those already introduced in Theorem 3.1. Thus, 
the densities f^(z^) and h(z^) on S with respect to the cr-finite measure 
cr now become, respectively, the conditional densities uo_^) and 
h(x^^^| x^) on S with respect to cr, and the conditional densities 
f (z Jz ,...,z ) and h(z.| z. n ), 1 < j < u, on S with respect to cr now 
J J -L J 
become, respectively, the conditional densities f,^.(x,^ . Iœ.^. ,) and 0+J 'G+J "o+J -± 
h(x, IX . ) on S with respect to CT. Also the two non-negative real-
"C+J k+J-± ^ 
valued functions g and k on nS of Theorem 3.1 now bee cane, respectively, 
1 
the conditional densities ^ t+u+1^^^^ '^t+u^ and h(x*lx^^^) on S with 
respect to cr evaluated at x^, a fixed point in S. 
In this context where B^ now appears as , assumptions (iia) and 
(iib) of Theorem 3.1 now become respectively, assumptions (iibl) and 
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(iib2) of Theorem 3.2 and are to be understood as restricting t. Assump­
tions (iia), (iibl), (iib3), and (iib^-) of Theorem 3.2 are the conditional 
density analogues of assumptions (ia), (ibl), (ib2); (ib3), respectively, 
of Theorem 2.2 for conditional measures. Similarly, assuogtion (iii) of 
Theorem 3.2 on the sequence of densities, {h(x^^^| is analogous 
to assumption (ii) of Theorem 2.2 on the sequence of measures C l^^+l^ * ^  ^ n^ 
The remaining assumptions of Theorem 3«2 are peculiar to the density 
approach and have already been introduced above. 
Theorem 3.2. Consider a measurable space (S,G), the sequence of 
densities {f . (x .lut) )] and the kernel h(x _|x ) as described above 
n+1^ n+1' n n+1' n' 
and bounded by M (the conditioning set being null when n = O). 
Let there be given q* > 0, a fixed x* eS, 6^^,62^ >0, 
and assume the following. 
(i) There exists a set C(6^)eG and a number Q(ô^)<+ ® such that 
(a) J dcr(z) ^ Q(ô^) ; 
C(ÔT) 
(b) sup Jh(zly)dcr(z) > 1 - 6^ . 
y C(6i) 
(ii) There is a function t^ôg,ï so that, for t > t, 
there exists an (x^, ...,x^) - set satisfjdng 
(a) J... Jf^(x^)f2(x2lx^)... f^(x^| x^,... ,x^_^)dcr(x^).. .dc5-(x^) 
> 1 - ; 
(b) for each and for any positive integer u there exists 
an (x, x, ) - set such that til tiu U)^ 
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(1) for 1 < j < u. 
and, in addition. 
I Vu' - < '2 c" • 
(2) for 1 < j < u, 
Jh(xt^^lxt^^_l)dcr(x^^^) >1-63 on "(t+i,_.^t+jlœ )' 
"(t+jUt^^._i) 
(3) J- • • J^t+l^^t+l' '"t^* • '^t+u^^t+u' ^t+u-l^^t+u+1^^*' ^t+u^ 
\ 
(io-(x^^^)...d(T(xt+^) < ; 
{ h )  j... Jh(x^^.3_| x^)... h(x^^^l x^^^_^)h(x^| x^^^) 
'"t 
(iii) There exists a u('li^) such that for u > u(il^), 
supl J. „ Xt)k(V2l ^t+l) • • • Vul Vu' 
^T TTS 
^ dcr(x^^l)...a<T(x^^^) - 9*1 <Tl3^ . 
Then, 
lim 1 j\ .. jf^(x^)fg(xg| x^)... f^^^(xx i x^,... ,x^)do-(x^)... dff(x^)-q-*i =0 
TfS 
1 
Proof. By assumption (iii) given > 0, there exists a u(Tl^) such that 
for any t, for u > u(Tl^), 
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J— • *t+l^ • • • ^ *t+u) 
X  ^t TTS 
da(x^^0...do-(x^^J - q*l <\ • 
Now given ^ 2'^3'> 0; n > t(Ô2,+TI( T1^) 
and set t = n-u(Ti^) (so that t > t). Then, 
1 ; . j'f^(x^)f2(==2l ^ > • • • " «*1 
TTS (3.15) 
1 
) I'1^1(^1)^2(^2^ ^l) ' "^t^^t^^t-l^ 
TTS 
y-vB^t+l^ t+l' t^'* J n-l^ n+l^ ^^t+l^** ^ n^ ^ ^ 
TTS 
1 
do-(x^). ..da(x^)l (3.16) 
—  I ' "  "^t-l^ 
IJ• -, Vl' *%)---^n(^nl 
^V4-, ; 
TTS 
1 
da(x^)...da(x^) (3.17a) 
+ J. ..Jfj_(x^)f2(x|x^)...f^(x^luj^) 
IJ • •,:,!{ tHa<^ t+il Vi' 
^V\ - ,J  
TFS 
1 
dar(x^),..dCT(x^) (3.17b) 
where equality (3.16) holds since 
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•nS 
1 
and the region 0^ is that guaranteed by assumption (ii) as t > t. 
Partitioning the term in absolute values in (3.17a) by the use of 
u(%) 
the sets guaranteed by assumption (iib) as in Theorem 2.2 gives 
' >»tî • • • Vl'" '^*1 
rrS ^ 
1 
5 IJ-• •K+l^Vll'^t^'• Vl^Vl^^'(3.18a) 
wt 
+ IJ'"' J Vl( Vll '"t ^ • • • ^n(^n^ Vl^^n+l(^l 
o*(%) 
"t 
- J..• Vl'^t)" -^(^1 ^ n-l)^(^lx^)'l0-(xt+i)• • • I (3.18b) 
^t 
^ ' J " * * J "("t+1' "t ' * * ' "("n' "n-1'"n^'^^^^t+l' ' * * i (3. iSc) 
QU(TII) 
'"t 
+ l^-Jh(Xt+ilXt)...h(Xnlx^_l)h(x*lx^)dcr(x^^l).,.dc7(x^) - q*|. (3.l8d) 
TTS ^ 
1 
Now let uj^ eQ^ and consider each of the terms of (3.l8) individually: 
(3-l8a)=l J. • -K+l^Vi' "'t)'"V'"J Vl^ Vl^^l l<^3 
'"t 
from assumption (iib3); 
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(3.18)b=| J.. Vl) 
\ 
- I ' "  V i l  ^ t ) ' "  I  
n 
< u('n^)M2[6gQ(6^) +  b ^ +  6g] + 62 , 
from Theorem 3-1 since assumption (iibl) of Theorem 3.2 implies the con­
clusion of Theorem 3.I on the set as it has the properties of 
t . 
for (x^^...,x^= a fixed element of Q ; 
(3.18c)= 1 J... x^).. M\\x^_^)h(x*-l x^)d(7(x^^^)... da(x^) j < 
ï^('ni) 
'"t 
from assumption (iib4); 
(3. l8d)=| J... x^)... h(x^i x^_^)h(x*| x^)do-(x^^^)... dCT( x^)-q*l <T]^ 
TTS 1 
1 
since assumption (iii) guarantees this for aH 
Thus, for t = n - U(T]^) > t, u)^ 
I  J v  •  V l l  " ' t ) - - V l ' "  '  - "  1 * 1  
TTS 
1 
< Tl^ + (ii(T1^)M2[5gQ(6j + 6^ + 6^] + 5 ^ }  + \  +  \  
so that expression (3.17a,) is bounded by 
+ {u('n^)M2[52Q(6^) + 6^ + 6^] + + \ + \ (3.19) 
since J . . .  j ' f^(%^)fg(Xg |  x^) . .  . f^ (x^ |u:^_^)do- (x^) . .  .d (T(x^)  <1 .  
ll-o 
In order to bound (S.l'fb) note that for any (x^, 
nS ^ 
1 
TTS ^ 
1 
< M + qx _ (3.20) 
Thus, in view of (3.20) and assumption (iia), for t - n-u(Tl^) > t and 
(x^, »».,X^) UJ^ Q^l  J 
(3.17b) < ^ gCW + q*) . (3.21) 
Then, by applying the bounds (3.19) and (3.21) for n > t + u('T]j^), 
I J... JF^(x^)f2(x2lx^).. .f^(xj u)^_j_)f^(x*lx^)da(x^)dcr(x2).. .d(j(x^)-q*l 
TTS 
1 
< Tig + (u('n^)M2[6gQ(ô^) + 6^+6^] + à^} + \ + + Tl2(mq*) . (3.22) 
Now let e > 0 be given, and define 
\(e) = g.TlgCG) = 
02(e) u(Tl^(e))M2Q(6^(e)) ' *3^^^ " 8 u(l]^(e))M2 ' ^ad. 
n(e) t(6g(G), 03(e), ^ gXe), ^^(G), ^ ^(e)) + u(Ti^(e)) . 
Thcn^ in VZLCV of (3-22), for n ^  n\s), 
If"' %-l)^n+l(^( ^u^)d(T(x^)d(T(Xg).. .do-(x^)-q*l 
TTS 
1 
in 
so that 
lim 1 J... Jf^(x^)f2(x2lx^).. .f^(x^lu)^_^)f^^^(xx|u>JdcT(x^)dcr(x2).. .da-(x^) 
n •> ® n 
TTS 
1 
- q*| = 0 . 
Theorem. 3.2 has several corollaries that are analogous to those of 
Theorem 2.2 for densities. For x* e(S-E) where or(E) = 0, Corollary 3.1 
replaces q.* by a density q(x>^) on S-E and concludes that [f^} is ergodic. 
An additional probability statement also is derived by applying Scheffe's 
t ^ Theorem. Corollary 3.2 simplifies the assumptions by letting 0 = rrS 
u ^ 1 
and 0 = rrS while retaining the density q(x) on S-E introduced in 
*^t 1 
Corollary 3.1. The notion of uniform ergodicity for a sequence of 
densities, [f^}, is introduced in Corollary 3.3 which asserts that when 
the sequence and h(x^^^|x^) are asymptotically close and 
assumption (iii) of Theorem 3.2 holds for h(x^^J x^), then {f^} is uni­
formly ergodic. 
The statement and proof of these corollaries follow. 
Corollary 3.1. Consider a measurable space (S,G), the sequence of 
densities and the kernel h(x^^^| x^) on S as previously 
described that arc bounded by M. Let E eG with 0"(E) = 0. Assume 
q(x*) is a density on S-K with respect to C; and, for x^ eS-E and given 
^ ° conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 
3.2 hold with qx replaced by q(x*), by 
and u(Til) 
Then {f^l is ergodic, and, for all AeG, 
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lim JLJ...Jf^(x^)...yxJa)^_^)f^^^(x^U^)da(x^)...do-(. J]dcr(x*) 
n->® . n 
TTS 
1 
-- J q(xx)da(x*). (3.23) 
A 
Proof. The conclusion of Theorem 3-2 for x*e S-E where q* is replaced by 
q(x*) amounts to the ergodicity of {f^} in view of definition (3.5). 
Since q(x^) is a density with respect to o" on S-E, then, by 
Scheffe's Theorem (19^7), and all AeG, 
n-5><=° . n 
nS 
1 
J lim [J... Jf^(x^).. .f^(x^U^_^)f^^^(x*lu)^)da(x^).. .do-(x^)]do-(x*) 
. n->œ n 
TTS 
1 
J q(x*)dcr(xx) , 
A 
Corollary 3.2. Consider a measurable space (S,G), the sequence of 
densities and the kernel h(x^^^)x^) on S as previously 
described that are bounded by M. Let EeG be such that cr(E) - 0. Let 
q(xx ) be a density on S-E with respect to O". Assume that the following 
conditions hold. 
(i) For given 6^>0 there exists a set C(ô]_)eGand a number 
QL{6 j) < H- <= such that 
(a) J d2(z) Q(ô^); 
C(6i) 
3^ 
(b) sup J h(z|y)dcr(z) > 1 - 6^ . 
^ C(ô^) 
(ii) For X e S-E, 
supl f^il(xjuj^) - h(xlx^) < \^(t) 
'"t 
where A^(t)\ 0. 
(iii) For x e S-E, 
lim sup| J"... x^)... x^^^_j^)h(x| x^^^) 
u—> m X, U 
rrS 
1 
<ia-(Xt^l).,.da(Xt^J - q(x ) j  
< 11 . 
Then, for x e S-E, 
lim 1 J.. .Jf^(x^)f2(x2l x^).. .f^(xJci)^_^)f^^^(xU^)do-(x^)dff(x2).. .da(x^) 
nr—>=° n 
TfS 
1 
- q(x)| 0 . 
t t 
Proof. For all t designate Cl to be TTS, SO that assumption (iia) of 
t 1 
Theorem 3.2 holds. For any UD, eûS and any positive integer u, set 
u ^ t 
0 = rrS. Then, for x e S-E, for any u, for t > t , and ua, enS, assumption 
»t 1 X t 
(ii) above implies assumption (iibl) of Theorem 3.2. Assumption (iib2) 
of Theorem 3.2 holds since df, .i \ = S, and 
_ ^ 
J h(x^^j{^)dŒ(%t+j) = 1. Also, = TTS = 0 so that assumptions 
S t 1 
(ib3) and (ib'+) of Theorem 3-2 are trivially satisfied for x eS-E. 
Corollary 3.3 sharpens Corollary 3.2 by exploiting property (iii) 
which is now calloa uniform ergodicity for densities; i.e. [f^] is said 
kk  
to be uniformly ergodic if there is a density q(x) on S-E with respect to 
(T where cr(T5) - 0 such that, for x e S-E, 
lim sup suplJ.Wg)...fs+n' 
n—> 00 s u) n 
® nS 
1 
...<icr(Xg^j^) - q(x)l 
= 0 (3.24) 
Corollary 3.3. Consider a measurable space (S,G), the sequence of 
densities [f^^^(x^^^|u)^)} and the kernel h(x^^^|x^) on S as previously 
described that are bounded by M. Let E eG be such that cr(E) = 0. For 
x e S-E, let q(x) be a density on S with respect to a. Assume that the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) For 6^ > 0 there exists a set C{àj) and a number Q(ô^) < + = 
such that 
(a) J dcr(z) = Q(6J_) ; 
C(5i) 
(b) sup J h(z|y)da(z) >1-6^ 
y c(6i) 
(ii) For X e S-E, 
sup|ftti(x)wt) - h(x)x^)| < \^(t) 
^t 
where \^(t)\/ 0, 
(iii) For x e S-E, 
lim sup| J... Jh(x^^^l x^).. .h(x^^^| Xj^^)dcr(x^^^)... 
U—> œ X U 
nS 
1 
dor(x^^^) - q(x)l <T[ . 
1^ 5 
Then, the sequence of densities {f } is uniformly ergodic. 
n 
Proof. Let T] > 0 be given. By assumption (iii) for x eS-E a u^(ll) can 
be chosen such that for any s, for u > u^(Ti), 
supl J... Jh(x^  I xj... h(x I Xs+u_i)h(x| Vl' ' ' • 
u 
TTS 
- q(x)| < 11 . (3.25) 
Let 62 > 0 be given. From assumption (ii), for x e S-E a can 
be chosen such that for s > s^Xôg), 
^s 
since K^(s)\5jO. That is, for x e S-E, 
sup supjf (xjuj ) - h(x|x )| < 6 . (3.26) 
s>a^(63) 
Now the successive bounding operations in the proof of Theorem 3.1 
remain correct under the additional conditioning below by and the 
sup operation of (3.26), so that, for x e S-E, for given u^('n), 
X X X  
•nS 
1 
^8+u^('ll)+l("' ~s+u^(Tl) Vl^* * • '^"'"s+u^(T]) ' 
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J. ..J h(Xs+i|Xg).'-h(Xg+u (T^)l^s+u (1])-1^ 
u^(Tl) 
NS 
1 
'•^"(==2+1' • • • 11 
< %i^(T))M2[6gQ(6]^) + 6^] + 6g . (3. 
Hence, defining t = n - 11^(11), for all n > s^(S) + 11^(11), 
sup suplj...! fs+i(Xs+il«s)...fs+a(%s+a|Ws+n_i) 
S w_ n 
TTS 
< sup ^5lI---J"fs+l(Vll'°s>---WvJ"'s+n-l' (s,n) •) u) n 
N>S^{À^)+U^(T\) TTS 
- '('''I 
(s,n)^ u) t 
TTS 
* ' J^s+t+l^^s+t+l' ^s+t)'" • ^s+n+l^^''^s+n^'^°'^^s+t+l^' 
u^(Tl) 
TiS 
1 
< sup =''P[J-;-Jf3^.i(Vll'»s'---^srt<Vtl'"s+t-l' (5,t;7 u) t 
t >8^(62) ^ 
1^ 7 
J J***J^s+t+l^*s+t+l''"s+t^"*^s+t+u ('Tl)+1^^^'"s+t+u (T^) 
IXg+l'.'.'Xg+t/ u^CTl) ^ * 
NS 
1 
sup sup sup ,U---JWl<VtJ'"s+t'---
t t % )  <W--Vt)u^U) 
^ TTS 
1 
^s+t+u^(Tl)+l^*^ '"s+t+u^('Tl) ^"^"^^^s+t+l^ ' ' ' ^°^^^s+t+u^Tj)^"^(^^^ 
-  s%s ( 6  ) r jTlKlNVt™ (Tl)' 
8+t>S^lôg; Vt U^(T1) 
TfS 
1 
Vt-n' • • • "^Vt+u^Cn) (*) 
- IJ---J^s+t+l^^stt+l'®s+t''"^s+t+u (Tl)+l'^l®s+t+u (H)' 
s+t>s^(62) "s+t u^(Tl) 
TTS 
1 
a°^Xs+t+l)''-ar(%s+t+u,(%)) 
X 
- f--'Jh(%s+t+ll*s+t)--'h(=l=s+t+u (Tl)' 
Vn) 
NS 
1 
a°<*s+t+i'-'-*'(Xs+t+u2.(%)'l 
+ sup sup IJ...Jh(Xs+t+i|Xs+t)'-'t^*l*s+t+u (n)' 
s+t>s..(6^) to_._L -
^s+t u^(Tl) 
NS 
1 
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Vt+l' • • • Vt+«^{T1)  - 4(=) I 
< ii^(Tl)M2[5gQ(5^) + 6^] + 6^ + T, , (3.28) 
where the argument is analogous to that of Corollary 2,3 except the last 
inequality now follows from (3.27) and (3.25), 
Let e > 0 be given and define Tl(e) = e/8, 6^(e) = e/8u^(T|)M2, 
62(e) - min[e/8u^(Tl(e))M2Q(ô^(e)), e/8], and n(e) = t + u^('n(e)). Then, 
in view of (3.28), for n > n(e), 
sup supl J...Jf^^^(xJa)g)...f 
s u)„ n 
^ TTS 
1 
d(7(x^^l)...dO-(x^^J -
< e 
so that {f^} is uniformly ergodic. 
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h. APPLICATIONS 
A natural type of extension of the theorems and corollaries of 
Chapters 2 and 3 involves changing the conditioners on the measures 
tioning, are given, for both measures and densities. The first of these 
amounts to a statement of conditions for the ergodicity of non-
homogenecus Markov Chains; the second to a statement of conditions under 
which the convergence of conditional measures or densities implies the 
convergence of marginals; and the third to a conditioning on p. and h by 
the histories of only the last r previous states while v and f remain 
conditioned by the entire past. 
Example 4.1. Markov Chains. 
Assume that the measures 1 x^^x^, •.. ,x^)} and 
{|i^^ l(* 1 ... ,Xn)} have a non-stationary Markov structure; i.e. on 
^n+l^*'%^ and in Chapter 2 or on the densities f^+l^^n+l^"^n^ 
and h(x^^^(x^) in Chapter 3- Three examples of different types of condi-
n 
GXTTS, 
In this context is said to be uniformly ergodic if there is a prob 
ability measure p(*) on G such that for All A eQ, 
ita sup sup 1 J... • I ==s«-l' • • • ' 
n — S X  n  
s _r. TTS 
1 
0 . (4.1) 
Then the following application of Corollary 2. 3 can be stated. 
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Application of Corollary 2.3. Consider two sequences of kernels 
fv ,(*lx )} and {u. T(*1x )} onGxS that are measurable (G) functions 
n+1 ' n "^n+l ' n ^ 
of for fixed A eG, and probability measures on G for fixed x^ e S. 
Assume that, for all A eG, 
suplv^^^(Ajx^) - 5 y t) 
^t 
where X^{ t ) \  0  . (4.2) 
Then the sequence of kernels is uniformly ergodic if and only 
if the sequence of kernels {v^} is uniformly ergodic. 
Note that) in the context of this application the relevant measur-
ability condition is not Condition C, but rather a less demanding Condi­
tion C; involving just arbitrary measurable functions g of one argument. 
Condition C is automatically satisfied when | x^)} and 
{(i^^l(* Ix^)} are measurable (G) functions of x^ for fixed A eG. 
This application is analogous to Corollary 2.1 of Bowerman, David, 
and Isaacson (1975)? where their condition analogous to (4.2) and their 
result involve uniformity in A. In particular, their condition express­
ing asymptotic closeness of v and n is 
lim sup{sup[v (AIX ) - u (Ajx )] 
s->co x A ^ ^ ^ ® 
s 
8uplpg+^(A|Xg) - Vg^^(AlXg)]} 0 , ( k . 3 )  
while their definition of uniform ergodicity is 
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sup{supCJ...Jv 3^(AU  )dv ( - U  )...dv^^^(.|x^) - p(A)] 
nr-»» X A n 
® TTS 
1 
+ sup[p(A) -
A n 
nS (4.4) 
1 
Note that an application similar to the above stated application of 
Corollary 2.3 can be stated for the case when the measure 
{vn^l(-lxi,X2,...,Xn)} and 1 x^^x^,... ,x^)} have a non-stationary 
Markov structure dependent on the previous r steps of the process; i.e. on 
n 
AXTTS, for n > r 
1 
and, for n < r, Ix^,... ,x^)} and il^^+l^* ' depend on the 
entire history of the process. In this application for r > 2 Condition C 
is retained. 
Now assume that ^  "^^+1^ ' ^ ^ absolutely continuous with respect 
to the (7-finite measure cr such that there is a function, f , (x , i x ) 
2 n+l"- n+1' n'' 
measurable (TTG) which, for fixed x e S, is a probability density on S 
1 ^ 
with respect to cr; i.e., on GxS, 
- I  • (4-5) 
The conditional measures î^n^^ will be assumed to be stationary: 
t^jj+L(Alx^) H(A|X^) for all A eu , (4.6a) 
and will also be assumed to be absolutely continuous with respect to cr 
2 
such that there is a function H(x^^^|x^), measurable (TTG), which, for 
fixed x^ e S is a probability density on S with respect to a; i.e., on 
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ûxS, 
1^(A|X^) = J h(xlx^)do-(x) . (4^6b) 
A 
a probability density on S with respect to cr for fixed x^. 
The definition of {f^} uniformly ergodic as given by (3.24) is now 
modified to state that {f^} is uniformly ergodic if there is a density 
q(x) on S-E with respect to cr where cr(E) = 0 such that for x eS-E, 
Um sup 
n — s  X  n  
® TTS 
1 
= 0 i ^ . l )  
Corollary 3.3 will now be applied in this context. 
Application of Corollary 3.3. Consider a measurable space (8,G), the 
sequence of densities x^)} and the density h(x^^^| x^) on S as 
previously described that are bounded by M. Let E eG be such that 
cr(E) - 0. Let q(x) be a density on S-E with respect to cr. Assume that 
the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) For 6^ > 0 there exists a set C(ô^) and a number Q(6^) < +<» 
such that 
(a) l'do-(z) = Q(ÔT) , 
C(6^) 
(b) sup Jh(zly)dcr(z) > 1 - 6^ . 
y C(6i) 
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(ii) For X e S-E, 
suplft^l(xlxt) - h(x| x^) I < X^(t) 
""t \ 
where X^(t) ^  0. 
(iii) The kernel h is ergodic in the sense of assumption (iii) of 
Corollary 3.3. 
Then {f^] is uniformly ergodic. 
By contrast Corollary 2. 3 of Bowennan, David, and Isaacson (1975) 
states that when their condition analogous to condition (ii) above is 
satisfied then h is ergodic if and only {f^} is uniformly ergodic. In 
particular, their condition expressing asymptotic closeness of f and h 
can be stated as follows for S, a denumerable set, and cr, counting 
measure : 
lim supH f (x|x ) - h(x|x,)|da(x) = 0. (^.8) 
t-^® X ^ ^ ^ 
In their context h is said to be ergodic if there is a density q(x) on S 
such that 
lisi sup[J J j ... Jh(x^^^l xg^^_^)h(x| x^^^)da-(x^^^)... do-(x^_^^) 
n—$>= X. _ n 
t S nS 
1 
-q(x)!da(x)} = 0; (^.9) 
and {f^} is uniformly ergodic with density q(x) on S such that 
1±. supC supjl J.. • Wl' 
nr-e>= t X n 
^ ^  TTS 
1 
ci(^(xt^l)...<i0"(x^^n) " <l(x)U°'(x)} = 0. (4.10) 
where q(x) is a density on S-E. Note that in their formulation f and h 
arc bounded by M 1. As pointed out by Dean Isaacson the conclusion of 
5^  
Application of Corollary 3 . 3  which states that [f^} is uniformly ergodic 
(refer to (^.7)) is related to conclusion (4.10) reached by Bowerman, 
David, and Isaacson (1975). All that is needed for (4.7) to imply 
(4.10) is justification fof interchanging the integration with respect 
to X and the limit operation for the expression 
sup{ sup 1 J... J^t+i^^+il ^ t^ • • • ^t+n^^t+n' ^t+n-l^^t+n+l^^l ^ t+n^ 
t X. n 
TTS 
1 
da(Xt^l)...dcr(Xt^n) ' s(x)|. 
In view of the one-sided structure of assumption (i) in "the above 
stated Application of Corollary 3.3, (i) and (ii) do not imply that when 
{f^} is uniformly ergodic then h is ergodic. Note that the Application 
of Corollary 3- 3 holds for an arbitrary set S. 
In a context similar to the note following the Application of 
Corollary 2.3, Corollary 3.3 can be applied to the case where 
{f , (x ,lx, ,...,x )} has a non-stationary Markov structure dependent on 11+1 Xl'+l 1 n' 
the previous r steps of tie process and h(x^^^| x^) has a stationary Markov 
structure also dependent on the previous r steps of the process. 
Example k .2 .  Conditional and Marginal Distributions. 
Specialize the sequence of measures Chapter 2 to a 
non-conditional, stationary measure ; i.e., for all n, all and all 
A ed, let 
.  (U.U.) 
In this context an application of Corollary 2.2 can be made which states 
that the convergence of the conditional measures v^^g^( -1 uj^) to the 
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measure M-(-) implies the convergence of the marginal measures to 
the measure |j.(.) where the marginal measures are defined for all 
A e G so that 
Vl^^^ " T' " K+l(^l' I %-l) ' "'^^i(' ) • 
n 
TiS 
1 
Application of Corollary 2.2. Consider the sequence of kernels, 
n n 
{v ^(.(W )], on GXTIS, that are measurable (NC) functions of U) for 
n+l n ^ 1 n ^ 
fixed A eG, probability measures on G for fixed to errS, and satisfy 
^ 1 
Condition C. Let n(-) be a probability measure on G. 
Assume that, for all A eG, 
lim supj V^^^(a| uu^) - |i(A)| = 0 . 
n—>00 uj 
n 
Then, for all A e G, 
lim hn+1^^^ " " 0 . 
n—>eo 
This follows directly from definition (4.12) and CoroUaiy 2.2, when 
the probability measure p(') is identified with the probability measure 
p(-). 
Now assume that is absolutely continuous with respect 
to the cr-finite measure cr such that there is a function f . (x 1 u) ) 
n+1 ^ 
measurable (TTG ) and a probability density on S with respect to S for 
1 
fixed 0)^. Also assume that the measure .u(«) introduced above is also 
absolutely continuous with respect to cr so that for x e S-E where a"(E) = 0 
there is a function h(x) that is a probability density on S-E with respect 
to (T. Then the following application of Corollary 3-2 states a condition 
under which the convergence of the conditional densities to 
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the density h(x) for x e S-E implies the convergence of the marginal 
densities f^^^(x) to the density h(x) for x e S-E where, for x e 8-E, 
= J... Jf^(xj_)f2(x2l x^)... fj^^3_(xl u}^)do-(x^)... dcr(x^) (l^-. 13) 
•nS 
1 
It is useful to assume that the space (S,G) is a metric space where 
the countable sequence of sets of finite measure (cr) may be taken to be 
spheres of integer radius. This broad assumption allows dispensing with 
the analogue of the tail assumption (i) of Corollary 3-2 that is relevant 
here. 
Application of Corollary 3.2. Consider a measurable metric space (S,G) 
as described above, and the sequence of densities {^n^ ^ 011 S as 
previously described that are bounded by M. Let E e G be such that 
cr(E) = 0. Let h(x) be a density on S-E with respect to O". 
Assume that for x e S-E, 
lim sup|f^^^(x|w^) - h(x)j = 0. (^.1^) 
n—>co u) 
n 
Then, for x e S-E, 
liin If (x) - h(x)l - 0 . (4.15) 
n— 
This follows from identifying the density h(x) with the density 
q(x) of Corollary 3.2. 
Example 4.3. Finite Number of Conditioners on the Transition Kernels 
Assume, in the context of Chapter 2, a sequence of kernels 
n 
{ ^ (  •  1 0 ) ^ ) }  t h a t  a r e  m e a s u r a b l e  ( TTG) functions of uo for fixed A eC, 
1 n 
probability measures on G for fixed o) enS, and satisfy Condition C. Also 
^ 1 
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assume, for r > 1, a sequence of kernels 11-^^+1^* ^ ^n-r+1'*"that are 
r 
measurable (TTG) functions of (x for fixed A eG, probability 
1 r 
measures on G for fixed (x^ r+l'*"'^n^ GnS, and satisfy Condition C. 
Then the conclusions of Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2, Corollary 2.1, Corollary 
2.2, and Corollary 2.3 hold with the appropriate modifications of the 
assumptions for the kernels {• |* 
When the sequence of measures {' ( "'^n^ ^  is assumed to have the 
corresponding sequence of densities {f^^^(x) with respect to the O"-
finite measure, and the sequence of measures ^*n-r+l'* * * 
assumed to have a stationary Markov structure, |j,(-|x^ r+l^***'^n^' which 
has the corresponding density ^(^^+1^ ^n-iM-1'* "'^n^ with respect to the 
0"-finite measure ct, then the conclusions of Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2, 
Corollary 3.1, Corollary 3.2, and Corollary 3.3 hold with the appropriate 
modifications of the assumptions for the density h(x^^^|'''^^n^' 
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5. ASmPTOriC BEHAVIOR OF BAYESIAN 
MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES 
5.1. General!zed-state-Stationaxy Policies. 
Consider a discrete-time Markov decision process described as 
follows. There is a state space S = {x} of possible states of the proc­
ess, a space 0 - {b] of possible states of nature governing state tran­
sition probabilities, and a space K = {k} of possible available actions. 
Further, PQ (x, «) is a probability density with respect to a finite mea­
sure T over S, describing the likelihoods of the various possible states 
at the "next" time period, given that the "current" state is x, the 
state of nature is 0, and the "current" action is k. 
Let = (x^,xg,... ,x^) indicate the state history of the process 
up to time t; i.e., the sequence of states visited after starting out in 
state x^. Let \jt be a (prior) probability distribution over S, and let 
be the posterior distribution over S corresponding to 'jd^ and iji 
(with 0(u)Q,ilr) = t)-
The decision process is said to evolve under a generalized-state-
stationary policy if the action, k at tim.e t is determined by x^ and 
ijt); i.e. the "current" action is determined solely by 0(œ^, iji) and 
x^t k = k(0((u^,iji),x^). Under such a generalized-state-stationary policy, 
the likelihood under G of - (x^,xg, is given by 
^^i-l'^i^ (5»l) 
Further details of processes of this type are to be found in 
Bowerman (197^). 
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5.2. Two States of Nature. 
When there are two states of natiare, say 8 = 0 or 8 = 1, the prior 
and posterior are stmrnarizahle by a single member in [0,l] - namely the 
prior (or posterior) probability of t = 0. The posterior $) is 
then computed as follows: 
1=1 
lit Hp (x X ) + (1-^) Hp (x ,x ) 
i=l 1 -L:» 1 i=l 1 J- 1 
FO 
(5.2) 
1 + (^) exp( Z Y(w.,*)) 
^ i=l ^ 
where Y(oj^, •^) = In Pl(x i,x.) 
(x, ,,x,) \ V J.-X X 
(5.3) 
is such that 0 < 
SO 
< + OB 
6o 
except on a set of T measure zero. 
t 
Denoting Z Y(u).,\|i) the posterior is compactly written 
i-1 
as 
= k ' (5.4) 
1 + I—^)EXP 
and, reciprocally, 
, i l ) \  
^ \  r  ^  '  (5.5)  
Referring to (5.2), note that 0(cu^,l) = 1 so that, for ^ = 1, 
(5.1) heccmes 
t k(l,Xi_2) 
- N PG • (5.6) 
i=l 
In the ensuing development, if is assumed to be an arbitrary fixed 
number in (0,1), and x* a fixed point in S. For ease of notation and 
subsequent referral to the development of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the 
following notation will be adopted for the terms in (5.1) and (5.6). 
For i = 0, 
K(4,XO) 
K(L,X^) 
PQ (V*1^ = H(X^) ; 
and for i > 0, 
K(0(Œ^_L,O>X^_L) 
^0 ("I-L'"I' "I("I''"I-L' ' 
K(L,x^_^) 
PQ " ^(^IL^I-L) • (5.7) 
6l 
5- 3- Application of Chapter 3 to the Two-state-of-nature Markov Decision 
Process 
Theorem 3.2 refers to a measurable space (S,G) and a family of condi­
tional measures v^(• )» •|• | x^,x^),..., defined with reference 
to (S,G), possessing densities f^(x^), fgfxgjx^), f^(x^|x^,xg),..., 
with respect to a cr-finite measure a on G. Theorem 3-2 also refers to a 
density h(z) on S and to a transition kernel h(z|y) on S, both with 
respect to a. The convergence results of that theorem can be made to 
apply to the two- state-of-nature decision problem described in the previ­
ous two sections. The key to this application is the identification 
given in (5-T)- However, the following additional assumptions must be 
made on the sequence of densities f^(x^), f^Cx^l x^),..., and the transi­
tion kernel h(z|y) as given by (5.7). 
(a) The cr-finite measure O" is, in fact, a finite measure T with 
J d T(Z) = T < + CO. 
S 
(b) (1) There exist r, R > 0 such that 
z) \ i k 
' PQ(y,z)&T(z) < -r, ¥(y,k). 
(2) There exist N > 0 such that 
F / PI(Y,Z) \1 K 
J IE I ( PO(y^2)DT(z) < N, ¥(y,k). 
I \P%XY.Z) I I ° 
(3) There exists P > 0 such that 
r j /Pl (z,x*) \1 
\ sup <ln ^ V p (y,z)d7(z) < P, ¥(y,k). 
s L \^o l\  
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k(0,y) 
(c) The transition kernel PQCYJZ) is left continuous at 0 1, 
uniformly in (y,z). 
Assumption (a) limits discussion to the following sorts of situa­
tions : 
Example 5.1 
S: the unit interval (0,1) 
G: the family of Borel subsets of (0,1) 
T: Lebesgue measure 
f^^^(x^^^loj^), h(x^^^lx^): p distributions with parameters 
measurable functions C£(uj^) and 
of 
Example 5,2 
S: the non-negative integers 
G: the family of all subsets of 
T; a given Poisson measure with parameter, say, A.* 
f^^^(x^^^lw^), h(x^^^lx^): Poisson densities with the parame­
ter a measurable function X(w^) of 
U^T-
In order to apply the convergence results of Theorem 3-2 to the two-
state-of-nature decision problem a preliminary lemma, Lemma 5-1? will be 
stated and proved. Lemma 5.1 shows that assuiaptions (a), (b), and (c) 
when and h(x^^^lx^) are bounded by M imply assumption 
(ii) of Theorem 3.2, with the following definitions of and : 
< P + yt] with P > 0, y <0 
suitable functions of T\^; 
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Y(Wt+j'*) <b for 1< j <u. 
Note that the boxindedness of and h(x^^^|x^) when 
added to assumption (a), further restricts attention to cases where, 
with references to Example 5-1 and 5-2: 
Example 5.1.1: as Example 5.I with the additional restriction that 
a(u)^), > 1/2. 
Example 5.2.1: as Example 5.2 with the additional restriction that 
The specification of the functional dependence of p, y,  a, b on 
is facilitated by several preliminary arguments to Lemma 
5.1. These are stated in the form of three propositions. Propositions 
5.1 is a restatement of a result of Dubins and Savage (1965a) in a form 
that will be utilized in Proposition 5.2 in a manner similar to that in 
El-Sabbagh (1973). Proposition 5.3 establishes bounds on the probability 
of certain conditional sets under f. 
Lemma 5-1 wilL now be stated followed by the three prelminary prop­
ositions and then the proof of Lemma '^.1. The section concludes with 
Theorem 5.1 - the analogue of Corollary 3.I for the two- stste-of-nature 
Markov decision problem - whose proof is a direct result of Lemma 5.1. 
Lemma 5,1. Assume that the densities {f ,,(x .luu )1 and hfx _ Ix ) of 
— n+x^ NI J." n^ ' ' n+±' n' 
(5,Y) satisfy conditions (a), (b), and (c) and are bounded by M. Then 
(f^^^(x^^^|uu^)] and h(x^^^|x^'! satisfy assimption fii) of Theorem 3.2. 
Proposition 5.1. (Dubins and Savage). Let be a real valued 
stochastic process. Let m^ be the conditional expectation of given 
6k 
Y ^ f Y g , a n d  b e  t h e  c o n d i t i o n a l  v a r i a n c e  o f  g i v e n  Y ^ . Y g , . . . ,  
Y. T Suppose that, for every t, m. is finite almost surely. Let a, P i-1 i 
be positive numbers. Then, for all t, 
t 2 
PR^{ Z Y^ < P + (M^ + ... + M^) + «(V^ + ... + V^)] > 1 - • 
IL 
Proposition $.2. In the context of Lemma 5-1 assuming (bl) and (b2), let 
< fi + yt} where p > 0 and -r < y < 0. Then, for all t ,  
& ^ 
Proof. Recall thatiit) is defined asijr) - Z Y(w.,^) where 
 ^  ^ ±---1  ^
K(0(UD^_L,\LI),X^_L) 
PL(XI.L^X ) 
• In ' i = 1,2,...,t. 
In this development i|i) will be referred to interchangeably by 
o r . . .  , X ^ ) .  T h e  c o m p o n e n t s  o f  t h e  s i m ,  Y ( w ^ , ^ ) ,  w i l l  b e  d e n o t e d  
interchangeably by Y(iu^), YtX^yXg,...,X_^ or Y^. Using similar notation 
the posterior 0(ou. ,*li) will be denoted interchangeably by ), 
0(X^,X2,...,X^), or 0^. 
In order to apply Proposition $. 1 to the real valued stochastic proc­
ess Y^/Yg, it is necessary to bound the conditional expectations, m^, 
of Y. given YT,Y^,...,Y. ,, and the conditional variances, V., of Y. 1 X d 1—X X X 
given ...,Y^ These bounds are established as follows by apply­
ing assimptions (bl) and (b2) respectively. 
Since the conditional density of X. given X.,X_, ,X. under 0=0 
X X C X-X 
is given by 
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PQ PQ (^^2^ PQ ''' PP (^I-2-^I-L^ PQ 
Hh\)  K(^G,XG) K(PI_2'%I_2) 
PO PO ^0 (XG^X^) ... PO (XI_2,X._^) 
K(0^_l,x^_l) 
" PQ (^I_R^I) 
the conditional expectation of a function of given 
X^ y X^ Y « • • I X, 2^ IS 
K(0I_I,XI_I) 
PI (XJ-RXJ) 
^(^I-L'^I-L) 
\^Po (x._i,x.) / i 
B(YJ^|X^)XG,... ,X^_^) -•. JVLJI 
K(0I_I,X^_L) 
'PQ (XI_I,X^)DT(X^) 
3o that, by assumption (hi), there exist R, r > 0 such that, for all 
2' " '  '  ^ i_ i )  '  (X^,X^. 
(5.9) 
Then, m 
-R < ECy^Ix^^x^,.. .,x^_^) < -r < 0 . 
I - E(Y^LY^,Y2,...,YJ__^) 
" ^ (X^ ,XG,... ,X_) (YCXIFXG' • • • ^ \) 1 Y^YG' ' • • ^^I-L) 
X^,X2,...,X^_^)} 
^ ^XXL,X2,...,X^_I)(-F) 
- -r (5.10) 
where the first equality follows from the definition of Y^; the second 
equality follows from the identity E(A|B) = EL{(A|B,C)}; the third 
equality follows from the fact that Y^ is a measurable function of 
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( X ^ y X g , 1  <  i  <  t ;  t h e  i n e q u a l i t y  f o l l o w s  f r o m  ( t ) . y ) .  
Similarly, the conditional variance, V^, of given ^ 
is bounded. This bound is established by first bounding the conditional 
variance of given 
V A R F Y ^ L X ^ F X G , _  E ( Y | 1  -  { E ( Y ^ 1  X ^ , X 2 , . . .  , X ^ _ ^ ) } 2  
< E(Y?1X^,X2,...,X^_^) 
= J In 
I  ^^^ i - l ' ^ i - l )  \  
PI (XJ-R^J) 
^^^I-L'^I-L) 
\PO (^'I-R^'I) / 
K(0I_L,XI_L) 
PQ (^I-R^I) ATT^I) 
(5.11) < N , 
where the second inequality follows from assumption (b2). The second 
step is to show that varCY^Iy^^yg, < W + R^: 
= var (Y^l y^^y^,..., y^_^) 
" ^(X, ,X ,.., ,X. I * • • ^ ^i-l'\'^2' * • ''^i-l^ X £1 1-_L 1 
"(x ,x ,. . . ,x ,)f^x.^^^%i'%2' ' •  •  ^ ^i)lyi 'y2'*• * '^i-i'^r*• -^^i-i^^ 
X £1 1-X 1 
+ var/ 
^(X ,X X. )^^X-%2'''''^i)l^l/^2'''''^i-l^^ X C; X-X X 
1 var (X^.XJ, X. )T «% [YFXJYXG,... ,X^)| X^.X^,... ,XJ^I]J i-1 i 
'''(X .X,, X, ,...,X. )f^%.^^^%l/''''%i)|Xl'''''Xi_l 
-L c X—J. _L X""X X 
]} 
IM I I'J ( X  , X ^  X .  l Y f X ^ f X g , . . .  f X ^ ï l x ^ y X g , .  . .  
X <_ 1-x J. 
( ^ X x  , x  , . . . , x .  , V •  •  •  ' •  •  ' ^ i - i ^ ^ ) '  
X el 1-X 1 
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< N + E, .(R^ ) 
1^ 2^ • • • ^ J_-I' 
N 4 i f  ,  (5.12) 
where the first equality follows from the definition of Y^; the second 
equality follows from the identity 
var(A|B) = E|^{var(Al 3,0)} + var^,{E(Al B,C)} ; 
the third equality follows from the fact that is a function of (X^; Xg, 
...,X^), 1 < i < t; the first inequality follows from (5.H); and the 
third inequality follows from (5.9). 
NOTI^ since m^ - E(Y^1 y^^y^;, • •. ^y^_2^) <-r for all i, then, for any t, 
(m^ t mg + ... + m^) < t(-r) ; and, similarly, = var(Y^l y^^y^,.. - <N 
+ R'' for all i, so that for any t, <t(N + R^). Thus, 
for a, p any positive numbers, and for any t, 
p + (m^ + ... + m^) + a(V^ + ... + V^) < p + t(-r) + at(N + R^) 
so that, for any t, 
t t 
Pr_{ Z Y. <f3 +t[-r+a(N+R^)J] >Pr J Z Y. <p+(m^ + .. .+m )4-a(V^+.. .+V. )] 
I I^L 1 I 1 1 T 1 T 
- ^ " l+op (5-13) 
where the last inequality follows by applying Proposition 5-1- Now set 
oc ^ ^ pL' . Then, for any t, 
= Pr^. {u j^ : l / (a)^ ,T i ( )  <  P » y t ]  
> 1 -
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t 
from (5.13) where • 2 Y . 
^ i-1 ^  
Proposition 3. In the context of Lemma 5.1 assuming (b), for any 
let 
^ ^ ^t+1'^t+2'* ' * ' ^t+u^ ' j^ b for all j, 1 < j <u , 
and Y((w^^^,xx); i,) < a] 
"Where a > 0, b > 0 so that in the notation of Chapters 2 and 3 
"(T+UU^ J " • 
^ ' t+u-1' 
Then, for any positive integers u, t ,  
N P 
where N and P are given by (b2) and (b3), respectively. 
Proof. Define the indicator function 
^(x) - 1 if |x| > b, 0^(x) = 0; otherwise. 
Consider first the integral: ,,x/ \ ^ \ 
51 Î0 
UK+JM>B 
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- h  Ï  1 ^  
- I 
L 
^0 (XT+J-R*T+J) 
K(P(*T+J_L)'XT+J.L) 
/ 
^0 
< fâ (5-15) 
where the first equality holds by (5-T)j the first inequality holds by 
the definition of the indicator function the second inequality holds 
since 0j^(|Y(u)^^ .)| ) < ^  (Y(w^^.))2; the third equality holds by the 
definition of Y(w .); the third inequality holds by assumption (b2). 
"G+J 
Hence, in view of (5-15)> for 1 < j < u. 
) 
& . (5.16) 
(t+j|w. t+j-1/ 
Y(U,^+.) >B 
For the case j - u, consider the integral: 
Y((œ^^^,x*)) > a Y((œ^^^,x*)) > a 
£ J Po 
r 0.(1 Y((u;^,.^,.x*))| )Po(Wl-t+u 0 ' A 
S 
In 
Ï1 (W*' 
,X^^„)DT(X^^) 
\ÏO ( 
t+U^ t+U' 
(5.17) 
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where each bound, is defended as for ($.15), except that the last inequal­
ity holds "by assumption (hS). 
Thus, for j -- u and any t ,  
J 2: T °R I 
' t+u-1 
& (5.18) 
from (5.15 an^ ($.1?). 
Inequalities ($.16) and ($.18) establish the proposition. 
The proof of Lemma 5-1 now proceeds as follows. 
Consider first the following prelimj nary computation involving the 
integral of (ii b]); viz.. 
"T 
Note that, for any t, u, eC2^, 
r kJ .. JF(X^^ LL U3^)F(X^^2L WT+I)'"'F(%T+UI^T+U-L)^^(*T+L/^^(*T+2)'' 
^T 
>(!-&-&)" (5.19) 
where the inequality follows by applying Proposition 5-3 u times. Hence, 
for any u. t, and u;^ eQ^ , 
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'"T 
< M J... JF(X^^^|A)^)F WT+I)''-F(%T+UJ '^T+U-L^(^T+1^(^T+2) 
^T 
... DT(X^^^) 
<M[1- (1-^ - (5'20) 
where the first inequality follows from the bound on {f] and the second 
inequality follows from (5.i9). 
t 
Consider now (ii bl). For any t and ua, eO,, "^(uu. ) = 2 Y(uu. ) < p 
i=l ^ 
+ yt; so that for any u, t, eQ^, and ^t+2' "  ' ^t+u^ ^ ' 
= V(^^) + + ... + Y(w^^j) <p + yt+jb;l<j<u, 
and, 
V((WT,U'X')) %(«T) * ^K+L' + ••• + Ï(VU' ^ 
< P + yt I ub + a . 
Thus, since a > 0, b > 0, it follows that, for ar^y u, t, s and 
(^T+1' ^T+2' * • • ' \+U^ ® ^ 
V(u), .) < p + yt + ub + a, 1 < Ô < u, and 
"C+J 
^^(Wt+j'%*)) ^  ^ '' yt I ub + a , (5.21) 
Now, from (5.^), for any t, 
0(uj, ) •• ^—: where 0 < —^ ™ . 
^ T 1 , (I^)EXP • 
(^^)e2q)(p + yt + ub + a) 
Define X = X(p,y,a,b,u,t) - ^ . (5-22) 
1 + (—^)exp(p + yt + ub + a) 
V 
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Then, for any u, t, uj^eO.^, and ^t+2' "  ' ^t+u^ ^ ' 
I > 0(œ. ,) >  ^ -, , 1 - 1 < j < u, 
^ 1 4- (—^)exp((3 + yt + ub + a) 
and 
SO that, 
II - j)| < , 1 < J < u, and 
|L - 0((WT+U'X*))L < À . (5.23) 
k(0, y) 
By assumption (c), (y, z) is left continuous at 0 = 1 uniformly 
in (y,z). Thus, for any given 6„, there exists a function g(6„) such 
k(0,y) k(i,y) 
that whenever 11 - 0| < gfôg), then Ip^ (y,z) - p^ (y,z)j < 6^ for all 
(y,z). Now choose t' = t' (p,y,a,b,u) such that ?t(p,7,a,b,u, t ' ) < gfGg). 
Consequently, for any u, t > t', uu^ eQ^, and (x^^^^x^^g,...,x^^^^e , 
|l - < gfGg), 1 < j < u, and 
LL - < GOSG) , 
so that, in view of definition (5-T) snd assuûiption (c), for any u, 
t > t", scf, and (%t+l'Xt+2''--'%t+u): 
and, |f(x«|o)^.^^) - h(x*|xt+u)l <63 • {%A) 
Inequality i ' } .2k)  and Proposition 5.3 will now be used to bound the 
integral of (ii b2) so that for any u, t > t*, and uu^ ed^, it will be 
demonstrated that 
W P 
> 1 - TP - - GGT. 1<3<»- (5-25) 
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For any u, t > t', land sO , and for any j, 1 < j < u, the 
following sequence of inequalities hold: 
N P 
^ " B2 " A2 -
where the first inequality follows from Proposition 5«3j the second 
inequality follows from (5.2^+); and the last equality follows from the 
finite measure T. 
Lastly, consider the multiple integral of (ii b^); viz., 
!•••! • ' ( ' ' T + I L V U ' V 2 '  
'"t 
• ..DT(X^^^) . 
Note that for any u, t > t', and , 
J.,. J h(x^| J x^)h(x^^| ^til^" '^^^t+J *t+u-l)^^(*t+l)^^(*t+2)' • 
^T 
X^)DT(X^,^) J^H(X^, GL X^^^)DT(X^^ 2^- • - VU' 
''(t • l| "(t 12| Wt+i) "(t+ul Vu-1^ 
by (5.25), Thus, for any u, t > t', and ua^ eW , 
J... Jh(x^^^|x^)h(x^|2l*t+i^" \+u-l^ (^t+2^... dT(Xt+u^ 
< [1 - (1 - #2 - IZ - GGT)"] 
so that, for any u, t > t', and uj^ eO^, 
J... Jh(x^^J ^ t^^^^t+2'^t+l^" *^^*t+ul^t+u-l^^^^'*'^t+u^^'^^^t+l^*^''^^^t+2^ 
< M j... x^)h(x^^2i vl> • • • va' 
"T 
••• '^''K+U' 
< M [1 -. (1 - |g - ^  - ôgT)"] (5.26) 
where the first inequality follows from the bound on h. 
Thus far in the proof of this lemma the following four bounds have 
been established where K, F, T are given, and a, b, Og are positive 
numbers about to be specified: 
(1) for any u, t, oj^ e 
J... Jf 21 2^ ^ t+1^ • • * ^ ^*t+ul '-^t+u-l^^"^ (^t+l)^^(^t+2) 
<mli - (1 - ; (5.20) 
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(2) for ajtiy u, t > t% and ^t+2" ' "^t+u^ ^ ' 
and, lf(x*|u)^^^) - h(xi<|uj^^^)l < 6g ; i^-^h) 
(3) for any u, t > t', w. eQ^, and (x ,x , ...,x )e , 
t 
21 - FS--^- '2'' ' (5-25) 
Çl^  
(k) for any u, t > t' , uo^ eQ^, and (x^+i?;^t+2''  *'^t+u^^ 
J... J II(X^.^3_L \)^(^T+2' ^T+1^* • ^T+U^ 
D.T(:C^+L)DT(%^^2)...DT(X^J 
< M [1 - (1 - ^  - ^  - ôgT) ]. (5.26) 
In addition to ôg, the lemma posits a positive integer u and posi­
tive nimbers 6^, Tjg, Tlj^. From Proposition 5.2 is such that for 
all t, Pr >1 —y for all p > 0 and 6 such that -r<y<0. 
^ 1 + (G&)P 
Choose p'(Tu), y'(Tl„) so that p' >0, - r  <  y '  <  0, and , = Tl^ . 
(^)E' 
Then, for all t, Pr^{^^} > 1 - Tl^- That is (iia) holds. Then choose 
a'fôg.ôg/n^/n^), b'tôg^ô^/n^^T^) such that 
M[I - (1 - - ^ ^3 < 1^,3, 
N P 
^^+ 6GT < 63 , 
Mil - (1 - ^ - ôgT)^] < T|^ . 15.27) 
Last, set t" = t"(Ô2,62/n2/n2,T^) - t'(p'Cn2),y'(%2),a'(62,62/n3/n4), 
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b' Tli^) Then, for a given u, t > t', uu_^e , conclusion 
(iia) and (iib) hold. 
Theorem 5.1. Assume that the densities {f ^(x .luj )} and h(x ^ | x ) of 
— m l n +1' n n+1 n 
(5.7) are bounded by M, satisfy conditions (a), (b), and (c), and the 
following condition for all x* ES-E where t(E) = 0. 
(d) Let q(x*) be a density on S-E with respect to T. For > 0 
there exists a (Tl^) such that for u > u^.^.('T]j^), for x* eS-E, 
K(L,X^) ^^^'^T+U-1^ ^^^'^T+U^ 
I" ' 'FPO(''T'''T+I)PI(''T+R''T+2)' "PO(''T+U-R 
:S 
1 
<IT(XT^L)...DT(XT^U) - < \ • 
Then {f^} is ergodic; i.e. for x* eS-E, 
lim lj'...JpQ(X(j,x^)p (x ,x ) ... Po(x„.i,x^) 
n—><» n 
nS 
1 
dT(x^)dT(Xg)...dT(x^) - q(x*)j = 0 
Proof. Let be given. Assumption (i) of Corollary 
3.1 follows immediately from the fact that T is a finite measure as given 
by (a) where the set C(6^) is taken to be S and the number Q(ô^) = T. 
For X* e S-E define the function 
- T^^CP'CRIG), U] = T/* . 
Then for t > t^^ assumption (ii) of Corollary 3-1 holds by Lemma 5.I and 
the above definition for ml i x-x e S-E. 
Condition (d) is the analogue of assumption (iii) of Corollary 3.1 
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where h(x^^^| x^) is given by (5.7), x* e S-E, and q(x*) is a density on 
S-E. 
5.4. Finite-state-of-nature Markov Decision Process 
The two-state-of-nature Markov decision problem can easily be 
extended to a finite (m+1)-state-of-nature Markov decision problem where 
© ^ {0,1,2,... ,m} is the set of possible states-of-natures with prior 
probability distributions The posteriors IIIQ) are 
computed as follows: 
m 
•0 1=1 
m 
Z 1T PG(XJ.^,XJ) 
0=0 i=l 
•E T PJ(X^_3_,XJ^) m 
1 + 2  
9=1 *0 1=1 ^O^'^I-1^ 
^O^^I-L'^I^ 
9-1 *0 
t 
Z 
i=l 
/ T V  .1. \ \ 
V ^ 8 I'^0 
/ K(0(WI_I,*O),XI_I) ^ 
Where = In 
98(=I_L'=I) 
1 < 0 < m , 
(5.28) 
/ 
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is such that 0 < , /^T ——,— < ® except on a set of T measure 
t 
zero. Denoting S YG(W.,^) by VQ I ^ Q ) the posterior is compactly 
i-1 
•written as 
" • (5.29) 
M ^8 , V 
The extension of Lemma 5.I to (m + l) states of nature now proceeds 
as follows. Replace p^Cy? z) in assumptions (bl) and (b2) of Lemma 5»1 
K K' by PQ(y,z), ¥Q, 1 < 9 < m and p (z,x*) in assumption (b3) of Lemma 5.I 
K* by Pg (z,x*), ¥g, 1 < 9 < m. Now define the following sets: 
Vg) < P + yt}, 1 < 9 < m ; (5-30) 
< p + yt, ve, 1 < 9 < m] ; (5.31) 
9^ - ^ W+R\T-2"**'^T+U^' ^ 9("^TFÔ'V ^ ^ 5 J < ^71 
with sections 
X+J-± 
1 < 3 < A,, ^ 
and YQ((u)^^^,3C*),\|fQ) <a, ¥9, l<0<mj 
. m , m 
Note that . n „ir, û" = n -O" . 
0=1 0 "t 9=1 ® "t 
By m applications of Proposition ^.1 (Dubins and Savage Theorem) 
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for (3 > 0 and y,  -r < y < 0, for all t, and for all 0, 1 < 0 < m, 
> 1 -
'N+R'= 
Thus Proposition 5.2 in this context asserts that for as defined by 
(5.31) where p > 0 and y,  -r < y < 0, for all t, 
/ 
(5.3^) Pr^CS^ } > 1 - m 
1+ & 
By an argument analogous to that in Proposition 5-3, for all positive 
integers t, u, and, for aU 9, 1 < 9 < m, 
/N P 
so that j'j(^t+jl'°t+j-i)^'^(''t+j) (5.35) 
Now replace the expression in (5.20), (5.2^), and (5.25) in 
the proof of Lemma $.1 by ( ^  in accordance with (5-35)- Choose 
p(T]p) and 7('ï]p) so that p > 0, -r < 7 < 0 and m ^ ] = Tip; choose 
such that 
M[1_ (I_G_GN<7I 
h'^  ar 
^<'3. 
Letting t = t(Ô2,02,112'^3'\) = 5(Tig); 
SXô2,62,^2,^^),u)], then, for t > t, oj^ eQ^, conclusions (iia) and (iib) 
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hold for the case where there are (m+l) states of nature. 
The analogue of Theorem 5.I for (nH-l) states of nature now follows 
directly from the above modifications of Lemma 5.1. 
5.5. Cost Convergence 
Assume that, in the two-state-of nature problem, a bounded continu­
ous function, C, referred to as a cost function, is given as a function 
of the posterior at time t, i)r) = 0^, and the state of the process 
at time t, x^: C = C(0^,x^), Theorem 5.2 states that the longrun 
expected average cost under the generalized-state-stationary policy 
k(0(jj^;ili),x^) = k(0^,x^) of the Bayesian decision maker converges under 
the state-of-nature 8 - 0 to the expected cost under the policy k(l,x^) 
of the decision maker who assumes that 0 = 0 is the true state of 
nature. 
Theorem 5.2. Assume that the densities {f.^(x n|œ)} and h(x ,|x ) 
n+1 n+1' n' ^ n+1' n'^ 
of (5.7) satisfy conditions (a), (b), (c), and (d) and are bounded by M. 
Let C(0^,x^) be a bounded continuous function. Let Y be a random vari­
able distributed with density q(y). 
Then, C(4^,X^) converges in distribution to C(l,Y); i.e., 
-^-^C(1,Y) as n —; (5.36) 
and, the expected average cost for the policy k(0^,x^) converges under 
G - 0 to the expected cost for the policy k(l,x^); i.e. 
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Proof. From the above assumptions the conclusion of Theorem 5-1 holds. 
That is, for xeS-E where T(E) = 0, 
KTI'XG) K(0(WN_2'*)'*N-2) VL'VL^ 
lim lj'...jpg(xg,x^)pg(x^,x2) ... Po(V2'Vl' 
n-1 
TTS 
1 
dT(x^)dT(Xg)...dT(x^_^) - q(x)| 
= 0 (5.38) 
But, the left hand member in the above absolute value is the marginal 
density of the random variable so that it follows from (5»38) that 
£. converges in distribution to Y; i.e. >Y as n—><». 
From the argument in the proof of Lemma 1 (see discussion following 
5.22), the function 0(uu^, ijj) - 0^ converges almost surely, for all i|[, 
0 < ji < 1, to 1; i.e. lim 0^ = 1 almost surely. 
N—>=0 
Thus, the pair of random variables (^,X^) converges in distribution 
to the pair (l,Y); i.e. (4^,X^) —^^(l,Y) as Since C(0^,x^) is 
a continuous function of C(®_.X,) converges in distribution to 
<£ C(1,Y); i.e. C(^,X^) >C(l,Y) as nr->*, so that from the boundedness 
of the function C(0 ,x ), 
Therefore, 
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-- E(I Y)[C(l,Y)] ; 
or, eqxiivalently, 
^ N ^ J"... J P^(X ,X^).. .P (X._G,X^_^)P ) 
3 n-1 
TTS 
1 
dT(x^)...dT(x^_2)dT(x^_^)}dT(x^) 
= J C(l,y)q(y)dT(y) . (5-39) 
S 
Note that the pair converges in distribution to the pair 
(Y,Z) where fy gCy, Z) = f'yCy)^^! 
k(l,y) 
= Q<Y)PO(Y,Z) • 
This follows from lim 0^ = 1 and assumption (c) (see discussion following 
(5.23)). Thus, as previously, (4^,X^,X^^^) ^ > (l,Y,Z) as n—»<» and 
£ C(4>^,X^,X^^^) >C(1,Y,Z) as n—$•<= where C is a bounded continuous 
function of (0 ,x ,x .) so that 
'^n n n+1 
,X ,X A C(4^,Xj.X )] = E( j[C(l,Y,Z)] 
n—n n n+1 i=l \ ^ 7 1 
k(l,y) 
" .fj C(l,y,z)q(y)pQ(y,z)dT(y)dT(z) . (5-^0) 
2 
nS 
1 
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